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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM

This tomb the dust o~ A~schylus doth
hide,
Euphorion's son, and fruitful Gela's
Pride,
How tried his valour Marathon may tell
And long-haired Medes wlio know it all
too well. l
Whatever Marathon I s grove or the long-haired Mede may
~ave

been able to tell of the heroic battle-deeds of Aeschylus

the Athenian, son of Euphorion,2 those sources are uni~ormly
silent as to another phase of that Athenian's activity.

For in-

Wormation on the drams of Aeschylus, whether it be taken as a
or in some one of its specific aspects, we must, and do,

~hole

~ook

elsewhere.

~here'

The present effort is just sucL a 'looking else-

,...

for information on one facet of Aeschylean drama--the Zeus

~ortrayed

in the seven extant tragedies and fragments.
The most obvious source for the Aeschylean concept of

~eus

is in the writings of that Athenian dramatist of the fifth
pentury before Christ. 3 It is there primarily that the present
ppusculum intends to look.

To other authors, however qualified

pr quantified in this subject, recourse shall be had only secon-

~PitaPh

of Aeschylus, Medicean Life, 11.
1.
3rarran llflarble Ep. 48,59.
~Life

1

Trans. Plumptre.

2

arily and by way of evaluation in light of texts cited--this not

.'

desire to rule out categorically any theory (indeed, the
herein arrived at will be in most, if not i~ll, points
On agreement with a preexisting school of thought) but from the
and single desire to get out of the text and for ourselves
,,'7

personal, but not personalized, investigation finds in it.
text thus threatened with belaboring is that of the scriptoClassicorum Bibliotheca Oxoniensis~4
The subject of the investigation is to be Zeus as porrayed in the drama of Aeschylus.

There is here, therefore, no

of the theatre of Aeschylus as a whole, nor of such asof that theatre as the structure of his drama, the general
the selection and treatment of plots, the characters--exinsofar as these enter into the problem to be considered. '
further, is there question of Greek theology in general or
of the fifth century in particular.

Any attention given

~

he other gods by Aeschylus shall find place here only insofar as
uch deities bear upon his Zeus.

So too must we exclude all

oral questions rai sed by our author unless their connection wi th
eus serves to further the purpose of our investigation.

All

hese points, interesting and profitable as they may be in themmust find place elsewhere; they are not ad rem here.
Just what is to be made of the Zeus of Aeschylus is a
that has long vexed classical scholars.

Opinion is di-

Aeschyli Septem Quae Supersunt Tragoediae. Recensuit Gilbertus
Murray. Oxonii, E Typographeo Clarendoniano, MDCCCCXXXVII.

3

vided even more on this

~estion

than on the more or less simil

·'

question of the religion of Euripides, although the latter has
been and is the subject of more lively debate.

Schools have bee

formed much along the same lines as in the Euripidean question,
with the prophets of the new

enlig~te~ent,

Drs. Verrall 5 and Mur

"7

ray, taking their characteristically rationalistic view.

pro-

fessor Murray enlightens us:
• • • Aeschylus is in jeliglous thought
generally the precursor of Euripides. He
stands indeed at a stage where it still
seems possible to reconcile the main
scheme of traditional theology with morality and reason. Euripides has reached a
further point • • • Not to speak of the
Prometheus, which is certainly subversive,
though in detail hard to interpret, the
man who speaks of the cry of the robbed
birds being heard by "some Apollo, some
Pan or Zeus" • • • tries more definitely
to grope his way to Zeus as a Spirit of
Reason • • .6
nd so on.

As something of an antithesis we find Maurice Croiset

ri ting:
Les vieilles croyances sont tellement
assises dans son Lnagination qU'aucune
influence du dehors n'est capable de
les y ebranler. Les philosophes que
nous venons de nommer ont ete en Grece
les initiateurs d'un temps nouveau;
Eschyle, par ses doctrines fondamentales,
est plut8t Ie dernier representant de
lrage mythologique. 7
A.W. Verrall. The 'Agamemnon' of Aeschylus. London, Macmillan &
Co., 1889, xix-y~iv.
Gilbert Murray. A Histor~ of Ancient Greek Literature. London,
William Heinemann; 1897, 247
Alfred et Maurice Croiset. Histoire de la Litterature Grecque. 3
III par Maurice Croiset. Paris, Anciennes Libraires Thorin et
Fontemoing, 1935, 193.

4

ThuS Croiset finds in Aeschylus the last staunch defender of the
old religion.

That his was a positive and not a negative defens

that is to say, that he defended his Zeus and the rest or the
pantheon by purifying and buttressing them at every turn instead
of merely denying the assertions of
will become clearer in later pages.

th~

.,

sceptics, is a point tha

Right now an adumbration of

the problem or, really, problems, of Zeus in Aeschylus is in
place.
First of all, what is the place of Zeus in the Aeschylean pantheon?
subject to Zeus?

Are the other deities, old and new, completely
Are they really deities?

theist, a henotheist, or a polytheist?
attributes of Zeus?

Or again, what are the

Is he just, noble, benevolent, or rather is

e unjust, small, harsh?
contention.

Is Aeschylus a mono-

Texts can be found to "prove" either

What is the truth of the matter?

What--and here is

indeed an intricate question, one with which we shall not be

a~e

to deal adequately--what is the relation of the Zeus of Aeschylus
to such forces--or are they divinities?--as Fate, Justice, Necessity?

In one place we find Justice to be the daughter of Zeus,

on another the force before which he must bow down.

In one pas-

sage Zeus is bOlmd to observe the decrees of Fate, in another he
s Fate.

And what of the relation of Zeus to man?

,

Is he a

riendly deity or is he, as in the Prometheus Bound, bent on the
estructlon of mankind.
It is just this play, the Prometheus Bound, which is th

ocal point of nearly all the dispute over the Zeus of Aeschylus.,

5

Did we not have the Prometheus Bound there would b,e little matter
for dispute.

Or again, did we have the other two plays of the

Prometheus.trllogy, it is very probable that much which is dubious would be made more certain.

But we do not hav.e the Prometheus

Freed, save only for a few fragments, nor the Prometheus the Fire
Bearer, except for one fragment, and we do have the Prometheus
Bound.

The problem, therefore, obtrudes itself.

What is to be

said of the Zeus in the Prometheus Bourlti who so fla.tly, to all
appearance s, contradi cts the Zeus of the other si x extant plays?
The Zeus, for example, of the Suppliants and of the Agamemnon is
a sublime conceptlon. 8
~9.rsh tyrant. 9

The Zeus of the Prometheus B01U1d is a

The supreme deity which in hi s other plays Aes-

chylus has built up so carefully he here tears dowm with savage
strokes.

Why?

The contradictory Zeus presents a

eal problem.

So real in fact is the problem that some scholars, and,
J.

t must be saia, of very high general authority,

h~

ve flatly

denied that the Prometheus Bound is the work of Ae~chylus.10

.
The

temptation to adopt the attitude of H.J. Rose toward this opinion
·s strong.

.

Mr. Rose footnotes his discussion of tre Prometheus

il"hus: "I do not waste paper in di scussing a fantast.ic theory that

~E.g., Suppliants 524-526, 595-599, 822-824; Agamenlnon 369-373,
1503-1564.

~E.~., Prometheus Bound 4-6, 10-11, 40-41, 53, 67-68, and so
through the entire play.

~~Jilhelm Schmid und otto Stanlin.

Geschichte dar Griechischen
Literatur. Erster Teil von W. Schmid. C.H. Beck1scfie Vcrlagsbuchhandlung, 1934, Zwei ter Band, 261. This exhausti ve wOl~k,
the successor to the old Christ-Schmid, is a monument to the
scholarship of its authors. What we consider to be Schmid's
mistake detractx little from the value of the whcle work.

6

the play is spurious. ttll However strong, though, the temptation
to treat the opinion thus may be, it must be resisted.
theory of the Herren

Westp~al,

.'

The

Bethe, and Schmid is, as far as

can be derived from available sources, based entirely on internaJ
evidence. 12 The prologue, it seems, is.. , unnecessary to the plot;
the Oceanus scene is weak and in part irrelevant; the style is
over-subl1e,weak in metaphor.
not that of Aeschylus.

The spirit of the play, too, is

It is the spirtt of rebellion and of

human pride in progress achieved in spite of heaven.
The refutation of the particular points cited by schmid
has been adequately handled by Thomson in his Introduction to and
Co~nentary on the Prometheus Bound,13 and that almost entirely or-

the German critic's own grounds, internal evidence.

B\lt there is

also external evidence for the authentiCity of the play, evidence
so strong, indeed, that it was not called in question for something over 2200 years.

Aristotle, for example, was of the

,..

opinion that the Prometheus was really the work of Aeschylus. 14
IlH.J. Rose. Handbook of Greek Literature. New York, E.P. Dutton & Co., 1934, 152,note 72. This attitude is rather remarkable, for the work of Mr. Rose is based largely on the extensi~e Geschichte of Schmid-Stahlin.
12George Thomson. Aeschylus The Prometheus Bound. Cambridge, At
the University Press, 1932.~hls author cItes (40-41) R. Westphal, Prolegomena zu Aeschylus Tragodian (1869); E. Eethe, Prolegomena zur GeschI'Chte des Theaters 1m Alterthum (1896) 15g.:183; W. SCEiiiid, untersuchungen ~ gefesselten Prometheus,
stuttgart, 1929. In his Introduction Thomson handles at some
length the views of Herr Schmid, whom he terms (40) ttthelatest
and most influential l ' of those who deny the authenticity of the
Pro~etheus Bound.
13Thomson Introduction and Commentary, Eassim.
14Aristotle. Poetics 1456 a 2. So well nown was the play that he
referred to it merely as the ttprometheus."

.'

TO which Herr Schmid has a ready response: Aristotle is not to be
trusted because elsewhere he attributes to Sophocles two verses
which have been rejected as spurious by modern scholars. 15
hether or not the rejection by modern scholarship is correct,
schmid's reason for rejecting the auth.ority
of Artstotle seems
.,
inadequate.

There is Kome difference in scale between mis-attri-

buting two lines to an author and erroneously assigning to him a
hole play, especially so renowned a play to so renowned a playright.

Thus we do not say that herr Schmid's whole work is not

to be trusted because he errs in one particular; we merely say
that he has made a mistake.

So With Aristotle; even supposing

the lines are not Sophoclean, it is a hardly logical illation to
say that therefore we cannot trust Aristotle on so large an issue
s the authenticity of the whole Prometheus Bound.
We have, further, the Argument of the Prometheus Bound,
composed by the Alexandrians and found in the best manuscript
eschylus, the Medicean.

,.af

It is true that the Alexandrians

lourished a full two centuries after the death of Aeschylus, a
situation which, but for one fact, might possibly have permitted

I

he insertion of a spurious Prometheus Bound among the plays of
eschylus.

The fact that eliminates this possibility is culled
,

rom Plutarch.16 Toward the end of the fourth century B.C., the
thenian people determined to put an end to the "improvements"
ntroduced into the plays of the three great tragedians by actors,
Sophocles Antigone 910-911. Thomson, 41,
prove that the lines are genuine.

8

stage managers, and the like.

.'

They therefore decreed that of-

fid.al copies of the works of the three dramatists be made and
placed in the archives and that, on presentation of a play of one
of the masters, the

publ~_c

secretary should attend in person wi th

the authorized text in his hands so as."7 to be able to prevent even
the slightest deviation from

t~e

original.

Note, first of all,

that not only did the audience lrnow whose play was being presented, but they knevv the play itself so
and resent any interpolation.

w~ll

that they could detect·

They had received these plays from

their inunediate forebears and they were determined to have them
s th.ey were wrltten.

Surely the fathering of a whole play such

the Prometheus Bound upon Aeschyl'.ls and in a State where the
"re~t

Dionysia was an affair of universal interest and concern

ould be a piece of leGerdemain marvellous beyond compare.

In

act, under such conditions such a fathering would be impossible.

s has been remarked in another connection, no amount of interaal,

vidence can possibly outweigh solid external evidence. 17 Surely:
uch is the case of the Prometheus Bound, a case in which the in-

I

ernal evidence is at least questionable and the external evience morally certain.

Thomson remarks:

Verrall used to lure us with such
skill and plausibility to his fantastic conclusions that it was only
after rubbing our eyes and retracing
his argument that we were able to
elude the spell, and we left him

7Ronald McKerrow. Prolegomena for the Oxford Shakespeare. Oxford
At the Clarendon Press, 1939, 5:- -

9

wondering whether he had not been
laughing at us. But Schmid I s argument is so clQ~sily presented that
it gives the reader no pleasure,
and it leaves him with a sense of
shame because it is based on a
fundamental misunderstanding of the
poetry of Aeschylus. 18

.'

"'<7

The Prometheus Bound, then, may safely be taken as the work of
Aeschylus.
That door of escape from our problem of the contra-

•

dictory Zeus having been closed to us, the door, that is, that
would have some '~O/"'K05 from Ionia"19 wri te the Prometheus, th€ID
is nothing for it but to face the difficulty.

Texts of the Pro-

metheus certainly seem in contradiction to the Zeus Aeschylus so
laboriously builds up elsewhere.

Says Prometheus to 10 and the

Oceanids: "Does it not seem to you that the tyrant of the gods is
violent in everything alike?"20 With which compare: "May Zeus,
Guardian of suppliants, look right'kindly on this our band from

....

the ship,u21 or, "In very truth does Zeus reverence this honored
right of outcasts. tt22 Or consid3r the last lines of the passage
in which Prometheus has been foretelling the fall of Zeus: "Then
when he

Zeus

stumbles against this ill, then shall he learn

~ow great a gulf lies between sovereignty and slavery.n23 Such a
~eus

can hardly be he of whom it is

~8Thomson, 42.

saili: "King of Kings" most

~9SChmid, Untersuchungen, 109. QuoteQ in Thomson, 41.
FOpr. B. 735-737. Translation here, as throughout unless other~: WIse-indicated, my own.
ISupp. 1-2.
~~Eumenides 92.
Pr.B. 926-927.

10

.'

blessed of the Blessed, power most absolute among the absolute,
happy Zeus ztt24 Or again: "For the heart of Zeus is inexorable;
harsh indeed are all who wield new power. tt25 ttChorus: For harsh
are the ways and hardenec. the heart of the son of Cronus. Prometheus: Aye, I know that Zeus is harsp.."26 "For Zeus, ruling
"7

thus heavily by arbitrary laws, shows to the olden gods an overbearing spirit."27 Note that these latter adverse sentiments are
not those of the outraged Titan but of~he Chorus of Oceanids,
the vehicle of Aeschylean thought. 28 Hear Prometheus's defiance:
"Have I not seen two masters hurtled down froIl! these heights?
Aye, and yet a third, even the present lord, shall I see fall
most shamefully and most swift.,,29 Such speeches ill accord with
Eaigh's portrayal of the Zeus of Aeschylus:
The first point to be noticed, in
regard to his religious view~, is the
sublime conception of Zeus as the
supreme ruler of the universe • • •
Zeus, then, in the conception of
Aeschylus, is the ruler of all created
things. But he is not a caprici ous
monarch .. swayed by casual passion • • •
To act with injustice is impossible
for him.30
24
25SuPP. 524-526.
Pr. B. 34-35.
226Ibid7 184-187.
7I'5Id. 402-405.
28NO attempt can be made here to prove this statement; such an
undertaking might well constitute another Thesis. The fact
that so many of the standard commentators on Aeschylus hold
this view must here stand, then, as the justification for the
o statement.
.
~9Pr.B. 956-957.
30A.E7 Haigh. The Tragic Drama of the Greeks. Clarendon Press,
Oxford, 1896;-57-88, 90. This-Work is one of the most valuable
of the treatises we have in English on the Greek tragic drama.

11

SO ill, in fact, do those speeches cited above accord with this

.'

portrayal that the same author is constrained to add on a later
page:
The great difficulty in the Prometheus
Bound is to find any justification for
the odious conduct of Zeus, and for the
severity with wbich he ~unishes Prometheus on accou..nt of his services
towards mankind • • • The picture of
Zeus as a powerful despot, crushing all
opposition to his will in spite of the
nobility of hls victim; •• The difficulty is to reconcile this conception
of Zeus with the conception which prevails in the other plays of Aeschylus,
where he is depicted as the personification of perfect justice. 3l

..

The contradiction, then, if indeed it be such, is, at
least in broad outline, clear.
solution of the difficulty.

What is far from clear is the

There is general agreement that our

possession of the texts of the other two plays of the trilogy32
~ould

resolve most of our doubts.

ment ceases.

And just there general agree-

,..

There is, for example, debate as to the very order

of the plays w:tthinthe trilogic form.

Earlier scholars were

accustomed to place the Prometheus the F' ire-Bearer first, as porp1Hai gh, Ill.

~2It is impossible here to go into the whole question, now indeed
largely agreed upon, of whether the Prometheus constituted part
of a trilogy or not. For full cUscussion of this point confer
Thomson, Introduction, passim; Croiset, 187-188; M. Patin.
Etudes sur les Tragiques Grecs. 7 Paris, Libraire Hachette &
Compagnie; rsgo. I, 286, note 2, 288, note 1; Paul Mazon. Eschyle. 2 (Eude) Paris, Soci~te D'Edition !fLes Belles Lettres;"
1931. I, 151 ff.; Werner Jaeger. Paideia: the Ideals of Greek
Culture. 2 Trans. Gilbert Highet. Oxford, Basil hlackWeIl, 1939,
260 fr.; Haigh, 109 ff.; the trilogy theory is attacked vigorously, if not effectively, by E.G. Harman. The Prometheus Bound
of Aeschylus. London, Edward Arnold, 1920, ~30.

r

12

.'

traying the actual theft of the fire by the Titan, followed, of
course, by the Prometheus Bound and the Prometheus Freed. 33 A
more recent theory finds that the Prometheus Bound would be intolerably repetitious of the Prometheus the
latter came first.
':)

Bound .£.£:rnrnents :~v

if the

~-Bearer,

A scholion on verse 511 of the Prometheus
"

ycya 7.:&

c

""',

."

E-~"'S ~..)A-cl7t...

/

}. uc& 1".Lt,

c;;.

I

OTTCYO

":).flJ

./v

E./-< rt..

G<.

~'

AtQXu~oS ; and on ver se 522 :T';' ~ !-1JS dj4~d~(' 4> u).. >-.IlI~(. To,,~ oyO().s~4
I

These statements confirm the natural

i~ression

metheus Freed followed the Prnmetheus Bound.

"

that the Pro-

The Prometheus the

Fire-Bearer is, then, of necessity the final play of the trilogy.
But besides the exigencies of number to establish the position of
the Prometheus the Fire-Bearer we have a most admirable scholion

~hich

states:Jv)'d)o

T~n\Jf'~~'()CiY y;.,c.....VjJ,dd~J <f>11°-'t... £G.f6G'6Y,cJv7bt~5

It but remains to explain the meaning of the title "Fire-Bearer."
Briefly, Prometheus was worshipped at Athens under the very title
oflt~~ofoS .36 This third play of the trilogy explained the o~
~in

of that title and cult much in the same way as the final play

of the Oresteia explained the title and cult of the Eumenides at
~thens.37

Many attempts have been made to solve the riddle of the
~eus

of the Prometheus Bound, attempts ranging from the flat de-

~3E.~., Welcker, as cited by Wecklein. The Prometheus Bound of
Aeschylus. Trans. F.D. Allen. Boston,-afnn & Co., 1897,21,notel

R.

~4Quoted,

among other places, in Wecklein, 20.

~5Quoted in Thomson, 33, note 1.

~6SoPhocles.

Oedipus Coloneus 54-56, and scholion ad loc.
~7For fuller discussion consult references given in-no~32 supra
also, Joseph Harry. Aeschylus Prometheus. New York, American
Book Co., 1905, 93-94; Wecklein, 20-22.

13
nia1 of any contradiction, if the whole trilogy be considered,38

.'

through the "double Zeus" of mythology and the poet's own ideal~
through the myriad paths of the allegorists" political and
wise,,40 to" finally" the assertion of the probability that no
solution was then arrived at nor can b~
. , now. 4 l There are" as sh
appear in a later chapter" many interpretations; to attempt to
enumerate or eValuate them all would be in itself no small task.
rie shall limit ourselves to the four cltLef ones.

The literature

on the subject is" one might safely say, voluminous. "Certainly"tt
in the words of Harry, "no drama has been written about so much
(more than three thousand texts, annotated editions, translations
treatises, and articles~."42 From such a welter of thought"
opinion" fancy there stands out this one main problem of the
ontradictory Zeus.

Other issues are raised only to be subordin-

ted to this main issue--position of Zeus in the pantheon; Aeshy1ean concept polytheistic, henotheistic" monotheistic; relatio
f Zeus to Necessity" Fate" Justice; attitude toward mankind--all
ntriguing" but all subordinated to the contradictory Zeus.
h~ll

be the method of the present effort.

Other problems about

he Aeschylean Zeus shall come under conSideration" but
nd subordinately.

Such

seco~l

The main effort shall be in the direction of
,

he main problem, not an altogether unreasonable procedure.

,~{ecklein" 14.
'6Gottfried Hermann" cited in Wecklein, 14, Haigh, 88-89.
E•
Louise Matthaei. Studies in Greek Tragedy. cambridge" At
lThe University Press, 1918, Ch. I; Harman" Ch. II.
2Haigh, 112.
Joseph Harry. Greek Tragedy. New York, Columbia University
Press

.s..,

·'
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMEN'r OF THE CONCEPT OF ZEUS

Any attempt to investigate

~7religious

phaenomenon or

ancient Greek lire which does not, in some degree at least, take
into consideration the religious background against which that

•

phaenomenon appears is foredoomed to, at least, inadequacy. Gree
religious concepts, whether those of one man or those of the
people generally, simply do no exist in vacuo.

They are the re-

sult of a long and sometimes hidden process of evolution, cul°nating now in this manifestation, now in that, of religious
conviction or ritual.

Attempts, lengthy and learned, have been

ade to fix upon that evolution as accurately and as exhaustively
as possible,l with what degree of success we may leave to the
specialist to determine.
The

~esent

course lies clear.

If we are to do justice

o our treatment of the Zeus of Aeschylus, we must, in however
summary a fashion, see something of the concept of Zeus that preeded and was contemporary with the Aeschylean concept.
etter to clarify our consideration we may focus it on

The
thr~e

men,

vhose writings, two as predecessors, one as a contemporary of
Se e, for example, Martin nilsson. A Hi story of Greek Religi on.
Trans. F. Fielden. Oxford, At the Clarendon Fress, 1925; Jane
Harrison. Prolego!llen8 to the ,3tudy of Greek Religion. cambridge,
At the university Press, I903.
14

15
'eschylus, we shall utilize in filling in the background of our
subject.

.'

.

Woo t Zeus was to lIo::ner, to Hesi od, and to Pindar is, of

course, a question which taken as a whole or in each of its

seve~

a1 parts, presents opportunity for no end of amplification. Obviously, that question cannot be enter,ed into here.
"7

Zeus, like all the other gods in Homer, is largely
anthropomorphic.
r~ith

He is said to be the "father of gods and men."

such a father it is little

wonder~hat

the Homeric gods are

they are, "not superior beings who reward virtue in others
or practice it themselves.

They are only occasionally sublime

and rarely deserve reverence or affection. 1f2 Zeus is the supreme
lord of Olympus.

He takes counsel with his peers, but is not

ound to follow their adviCej3 the final decision is entirely his
own, and the other gods, whether they like it or not--and frequen
1y they do not--must acquiesce.

"For surely," avers Hermes, tlit

is by no means possible for another god to transgress or make

~

ain the purpose of Zeus, lord of the aegis. tl4 Or again, when
eus had become weary of Poseidon's interference in the strife of
chaeans and Trojans, he com:nanded him "to leave off fighting and
ar, and

betal~e

himself to the race of the gods, or into the

shining sea,tt 5 and Poseidon, for all his claims of equality in
onor with Zeus, "departed from the host of the Achaeans and
John Scott. The unit~ of Homer.
fornia Press,-r921, 1
Cf. Iliad i.
Odyssey v, 103 ff.
Ii. xv, 160 ff.

7:-

Berkeley, University of Cali-
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passed to the sea and sank. it 6
That the sway of Zeus in Homer was that of might rathe
than of right is abundantly clear to the reader of the poems. Hi
dwelling on Olympus amounts practically to a royal court, with
the other gods coming to ask a favor or complain of a wrong. Thu
'07

at a banquet of the gods Athena obtained permission for Odysseus
to return home,7 and Hera vainly taunted Zeus for planning re-

.

verses for the . Greeks. 8 So long as the.other gods did not anger
him, Zeus was content to allow them pretty much to work their
will.

Once roused, though, as,for example, at the nagging of

lIera,9 he could and did become terrible in his wrath.
non alike stood in dread of the thunderbolt.

Gods and

They might disagre

with him, dispute with him, deceive him, but there was a time to
stop, and he who did not do so learned to his sorrow that he had
gone too far.
Zeus had a.ll the foibles of mankind, of which inconsis....
tency is not the least.

Early ln the fourth book of the Iliad lO

he seemed eager to bring the war to an immediate conclusion, so
that Troy might remain standing, Helen return home, and a general
econciliation follow--all this after we are given the motive of
the entire action in the opening lines of the poem:A~o~d~r6~6:~Tb
~

00

'}.~

.11 In the first book of the Iliad Zeus is pictured as

the bully in his own home in the account of his hurling
xv, 218 f.
v, 1-42.
559.
545 ff.

iv

14 ff

llIbid. i, 5.
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hiS son Hephaestus from the threshold of Olympus because he had
tried to shield his mother from one of his father's savage attacks. 12 yet Zeus joins in the irrepressible laughter to see tha
son hobbling about the court, assisting at the feast of the god.
In Book II of the Iliad he deceives Agamemnon with a lying dream.
"<7

In the fourteenth book of the same poem his carnal desires turn
him from the accomplishment of his purpose.1 5 Zeus was hardly a
deity on whom men might model their comduct, nor wgs he one who
might demand recti tude of others.

In the words of Scott:

The halls of Olympus would have resounded with pe alB of "Homeric laughter" l1ad Zeus laid down a code of
laws Which contained such a sentence
as: "Monor thy father and tEll.¥ mother,"
for all . knew too well what he had
done to his own father Cronos; or
such a sentence as "Thou shal t not
commit adultery," when they all knew
the scandals of his many amours.
Most of the divinities would been
conscientious nullificationists if
there had been any interdict on
lying, covetousness, and stealing. 16
The relation of Zeus to :b'ate or Destiny is a matter
hat is not clear in Homer.

At times the lord of Olympus seems

o yield to the inexorable decrees of Fate, as when in the six-

eenth book of the Iliad he says, tlAlack, that it is fated that
arpedon, dearest of mortals to me, should fall before

Pat~oclus,

on of Menoetius. tt Indeed, he is of two minds, whether to snatch
2I l. i, 590 ff.
3IOid. i, 599-600.
4TI5I"Q. ii, 5-6.
5IDIU. xiv, 346 ff.
6Sco tt, 177-178.
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.'

his son away to his home in Lycia or to let· him die" till Hera
reminds him that it is Sar'pedon's lot to die at this time. 17
t'Nei ther men nor gods can ward it off" when the baneful lot of

death overtakes a man." 18 Zeus bows therefore to inevitable Fate"
but "he shed bloody raindrops on the earth in honor of his son"
whom P_troclus was about to slay in deep-soiled Troy" far from
his native land."19 But the conception of Pate is so far from
clear in Homer that in other places he .;does not separate it from
the dispensation of Zeus himself.

If we ask whether Fate is or

is not higher than Zeus, we are met with the answer:
That 'is a questi on which the Homeric bard
could never have answered--but neither
would he have asked it, for he had not
yet been troubled with modern controversies about Free Will and Determinism.
The Homeric poets hardly considered
Fate as really distinct from the will of
Zeus--neither did they consider them
explicitly identical • • • Homeric religion is based not so much on logic
as upon imagination, a fact which it
is easy for literary criticism to over100k. 2 0

Such, briefly, is the Zeus of Homer--a supreme deity, now subject
to, again identified with Fate, mo reigns by force on Olympus;
as a rule capricious, now benign and patient, now harsh and wrathful, he is , except in broad outline, unpredictable.
~ords

In the

Lucian puts into the mouth of Heraclitus: "What are men?

~7Il. xvi, 431 ff.
8oa. iii, 236.
~9II. xvi, 459 ff.
20Henry Browne, S.J. Handbook of Homeric Study.
mans, Green, & Co., 1905" 1997

London, Long-

r -
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Mortal gods.

What are gods?

Immortal men. n21 That is just what

.'

the Homeri c Zeus is, an ir:ID1ortal man with much of rugged human
grandeur mixed in with a liberal scattering of human foibles.
In Hesiod we notean advance in the concept of Zeus. In

re

the Works and Days Zeus, the king of t..
supreme governor of men.
/

~"

!mowing--1T..ilflol "i.JtAJ"

i:r.:morte1 s, is also the

His eye is all-seeing, his mind all,,,,
, S 22
o~atA/<-Os K.J.l.. TrelvT.:/.. Vo'J1<:N,
but "there

,,~

A LOS

is no prophet among men upon the earth'who shall know the mind
of aegis-bearing Zeus. 1f23 The poet insists, and here is a very
considerable advance over Homer, that the ch:tef attribute of Zeus
is Justice.

From Zeus straight judgments proceed,24 particularly

in the punishment of insolence or sin; indeed it is on this aspect of justice that Hesiod lays the greatest stress. 25 The
maiden Justice is:
• • • daughter of Zeus, glorified and
enthroned by the gods who dwell in
Olympus. And whensoever one doeth her
an injury wi th wrongful chiding,
straightway she takes her seat by the
side of father Zeus, the son of Cronus,
and tells him the thoughts of unjust
men, that the people may pay for the
infatuation of princes, who with baneful thoughts turn aside from the
straight path through wrongful judgments. 26
Zeus himself and all the gods in general seem to be more remote

~lLucian.

Vitarum Auctio, 14. ~uoted in James Adam. The Religious Teachers of Greece. Edinburgh, T.& T. Clark, 19~ 27.
f'2Hesiod. WorkS-and Days, 267.
~3Hesiod. Frag. l77. Trans. Goettling.
p4Works and DrIs, 36.
~5Ibid.,~8
., 242 ff., 284 ff., 320 ff., 327 ff.
",6Ibid., 256 ff. Trans. Adam.
b,

2:0

tban in Homer, with daemons acting as intermediaries between them

.'

and mankind.

In the other major poem of Hesiod, the Theogony, we
have, as the name indicates, an account of the success1ve generations of the gods.

There were three dynasties of supreme rulers

...."

.

of the gods, succeeding one another in order of time--the dynasties of Uranus, Cronus, and Zeus. 27 This work, obviously of an
earlier stage of religious thought, is .rull of those grossly
naturalistic legends to which Greek philosophy took just exception.

"Throughout the whole poem," wri tes Adam, "the conception

of the gods as moral beings scarcely appears at Bll; the

assessor~

28

even of Zeus hi:'1self are Violence and ForCe rather than Justice."
Thus the Theogony, representing a Zeus newly in power,
gives a picture of a harsh and
counts to the Homeric Zeus.

arb~trary

tyrant, inferior on all

But the Zeus of the Works and Days

is a distinct advance in the direction of a more just and
personality,

9.S

divi~e

opposed. to a capriciclUs and anthropomorphic one,

than can be found in either the Iliad or the Odyssey.
There remains but a brief consideration of the Zeus of
a great contemporary of Aeschylus, the poet Pindar.

In the main

he adheres to the anthropomorphic conception of the gods, which
.s everywhere characteristic of the national Greek religion. Pin~ar,

although, of course, much more the poet of Apollo than he is

bf Zeus, sees in the la tter the supreme dei ty of the panthe'on.

;~Hesiod. Theogony,

.::.8Adam, 70.

154 ff., 459 ff., 617 ff •

"'~or .. he
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.'

refuses to see in him or in any other Olympian anything

that offends his moral sensibilities. 29 That there are many gods

we gather L:iJlilediately from his first Olympian Ode.

That Zeus, a
has been said, dominates officially the world of the gods 30 is
the result of a well-organized state, won by his victory over th
,07

Titan brood.

"In the first Olympian, as in all the Olympians,"

writes Gildersleeve, "Zeus rules serenely.
throne, Aitna, rests on the violent

It is true that his

hu~red-headed

Typhorus, but

we do not feel the stirrings of the revolted spirit as in the
pytbians. tl31 Zeus, together wi th the other 60ds his subord:Jn.ates
"knOViTS

neither sickness nor age nor labor: he has escaped the

loud-roaring gulf of Acheron."32 The second Pythisn presents,
perhaps, the most

fa~ous

of the poet's sentiments in regard -to

the godhead:
God accomplishes every end according
to his expectation; God who overtakes
even the winged eagle and. outstrippeth
the ·dolphin of the sea, and bringeth
many a proud man low, vouchsafing to
others the renown that grows n<;>t 01d. 33

....

Pindar often insists on the inevitability of Fate, so
far as human creatures are concerned,34 but seldom, according to
dam,35 does he imply that Fate can override the will of Zeus. In
fact we find passages in which the will of Zeus is itself con29 Ibid • 116-117.
0Pinoar. OlftPian Odes, i, 10.
IBasil L. G dersleeve. Pindar, the Olympian and Pythian Odes.
2New York, Harper & Brothers Pubrr-shers, 1899:-XXix.
Pindar. Frag. 143.
3Pindar. Pythian Odes, ii, 49 ff. Trans. Ada~.
4Ibid. xii, 30; Nemean Odes, xi, 42; iv, 41 ff.
5
- 119.
Adam,

r-
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celved as Fate; thus, tithe fated decree of Zeus,tl36 and the "fate
ordained of God, ,,37 may serve as example s.

Zeus is omniscient: tlif a man thinks he can escape the
eye of God when he does a thing, he is in error. u38 Zeus is just;
and the just are the objects of his care: tlfor of a certainty the
'07
great mind of Zeus steers the destiny of those whom he loves. u40
ZeuS is true, for "Truth is the daughter of Zeus. ,,41
finitely rejects theomachies as below

~e

Pindar de-

dignity of the gods.

There is, he holds, one divine purpose shaping the course of
events, the purpose of Zeus: tlWith thee, 0 Father Zeus, is the
accomplishment of all deeds. u42
Clearly, then, the Zeus of this great contemporary of
AeSC:lylus is a most decided advance over that of the men who preceded him.

His Zeus seems reasonable to us, a thing which could

;not be said of that deity in either Homer or Hesiod.

Eis ZCu.s

seems to have passed from the stage of story and poem to that
~eligion,

o.J

to a position where the reverence and esteem of good

men is not a forced thing but the spontaneous effusion of a comrnandsd respect.

What Zeus was to Aeschylus, called the theologian

pf Greece, remains to be seen in succeeding pages.

~~femean, iv, 61.

~bCIJ~pian, ii, 21.
~' Ibid., i, 64.
9Nemean, x, 54.

~Opyth1an, v, 122 f.
~~olympian, x, 3 f.
~2Memean,

x, 29 f.
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CHAPTER III
TliE ORTHODOX ZEUS OF THE PLAYS

One who would arrive at anything resembling a

concl~cn

in this problem of the Zeus of Aeschylus must, if he would rule,
divide.

That, then, is the course we adopt.

We divide tbe work

•

of our author into two parts, quantitively, it is true, unequal,
but sufficiently opposed effectively to counterbalance each other.
The present chapter concerns itself wi th the Aeschylean

~eus

as

found in six of the seven extant plays, in, that is, the Suppliants, the Persians, the Seven Against Thebes, the Agamemnon, the
ibation*Bearers, and the Eumenides.

Our next chapter will deal

ith the remaining extant play, the Prometheus Bound, which, as
~e

have said, is the source of our difficulty.
,.....

What then is to be said of the 'orthodox' Zeus in the
six enumerated plays?

Just what sort of a god is he?

Is he

supreme--absolute lord and master, and if he is, is he the only
od, or is Aeschylus a henotheist or a polytheist?

And what of

he "double Zeus," one of mythology and one of the "reformed Aeshylean theology," which some authors hold?

Again, is Zeus just,

d if so, what is his relation to Justice, to Right, to Fate?
s he benevolent and noble wn his relations with mankind?

Each

these questions we shall consider in order and answer each, as
possible, in the words of Aeschylus himself.

r

~~----------------------------------------------------------~2-4-'

Suppliants, the maidens who are the subject of that play are left

.'

-

alone while their father goes for aid, sing an ode of fear of the

pursuing sons of Aegyptus, it is to Zeus as omnipotent that they
address their pleas: "nave regard of thy suppliants, 0 Zeus, allpowerful upholder of the 1and."1

Vfuen,...., somewhat earlier in the

play, they are relating in an ode their origin and how they are
descendants of Zeus and Argive Io, they sing: "Zeus {jt waS]
through unending time the lord • • • ,,2 .. Later in this same odt:-indeed if, as is true, the Suppliants presents the most exalted
picture of Zeus, this ode (524-599) is the creme de la creme-~e

find:
• • • he wise of eld, he who devises
all things, who prospers all things,
yea, Zeus. He is not seated on his
throne by hest of another, nor holds
his sway subject to a stronger. Nor
does he in low station stand in awe
before another seated above him. As
he utters the word, so he accomplishes
the work, and whatsoever his mind in
its wisdom conceives, that he does
right speedily.3
Such a picture of Zeus should convince the reader of

vIle Suppliants that that dei ty is, indeed, supreme in the mind of
~€schylus.

But as if that were not enough, the poet presents us

Nith two more passages whicn confirm us in our conviction.

When
,

vhe herald of the sons of Aegyptus had been worsted and tL.e Danaids are about to be escorted into the ci ty by a chorus of r;;.aidens
Supp. 815-816.
574-575.
~I"6Id. 592-599.
~I~bid.

I
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that body sings: liThe mighty" untrammeled wi 11 of Zeus is not to
be crossed." 4 Hor has it been" nor will it be" as in the sequel

the daughters of Danaus learn to their sorrow.
from the

Suppliant~

The final passage

on the supr'emacy of Zeus is, perh.aps" the

most subl1rne invocation of a god that we find in the whole of
Greek poetry.

Aeschylus holds up in plain view his exalted es-

tima te of hi.m whom Homer had call lithe father of Gods and men."
'rhe Chorus of IJanaids, left alone by

th~ir

father

IS

depa.rture

with Pelasgus to the Argive assembly" begin their ode of petition
"King of Ki.ngs, most blessed of the Llessed, power most sure of
accompli sl'l'nent aYllong the sure, ):a!!py Zeus, hear. tt 5
:r;lea, Vlere there a

.~eus,

Surely such a

could not remain unanswered, for if

words mean a.nything, those which Aeschylus here puts into the
outh of his Chorus--remember that the Aeschylean chorus is suppose·j to speak the mind of the poet--are the highest and most
sublime that could be offered by anyone professing a merely
natural re1igi on, so high and su bl1:ne that were they inserted
into some books of the Old Testament, the Psalms, say, or the
Dook of Job, they wonld be so much of a pie ce wi th them as not to
e distinguishable from the otb.er lofty sentiments there expressed

Of all the plays of Aeschylus the Persians presents us
lith the fewest references to Zeus, whether descripti ve invocaions or simple vocatives.
,}r~

The reason is clear enough--the en-

scene is laid in a far land peopled by barbarians, folk who
1048-1049.
524-527.
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could not be expected to be as keenly aware of the preeminence

.'

of Zeus as the Greeks were.

It is significant that the sole

instance we have to cite from the Persians indicative of Aeschylus'S conviction of the sovereignty of Zeus are lines spoken by
the Chorus of Persian Elders.

I

The poet,
by that same naivete
",-,

with which he has the Persians consistently refer to themselves
as "the barbarians," has his Chorus address the supreme deity to
this effect: "0 Zeus, King, now that

y~

have destroyed the hosts

of the boastful and countless Persians • • • "6 The epi thet 'King'
used by

Pers~_ans

-c:.niqueness.

has, of course, the special significance of

Darius had been King of men.

gods and men.

Zeus is King of all,

Their recognition of the supremacy of Zeus, them,

though not reiterated like that of the daughters of Danaus, is
none the less real and effective.
The Seven Against Thebes furnishes us with a 'pair of
citations which indicate the sovereignty of Zeus.

The Chorus qt

Theban l.1aidens, terrified at the advance of the foe and the stir
and tumult of impending battle, in near-hyteria are taking the
heart out of the soldiery.

Eteocles seeks to quiet them, but

they, not to be silenced, invoke the gods, and in a most significant manner.

Three times they call upon heaven, each time upon

p.eities they feel more powerful to help their cause.

First, "0

guardian company of the gods,,,7 note, therefore, just the gods in
general.

Then, fearing that the previous invocation had not been

6persians 532-534.
"Seven Against Thebes 251.

~I
r'lspeCifiC enough or addressed to

[

of our cityJ"8
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the most interested gods: "Gods

.'

And finally, a.s the climax of petition, the ad-

dress to him whom above all the gods they knew to be supreme: "0
s.ll-powerful Zeus, flash thy bolt against the foe."9
obviously climactic order speaks for

i~self.
.. y

Such an

Nor is it only the

terrified piety of females that believes Zeus sovereign.

The

hero of the play, Eteocles, in appointing the fourth champion to
do battle with the Argive assailant

fin~s

that Hyperbius, his

man, shall conquer, for he has as blazon on his shield "Father

Zeus, with a fiery bolt in his grasp; and never yet, I ween, has
any man seen Zeus worsted.tllO

His argument is valueless, of

course, to prove the invincibility of his champion; it is far fron
valueless to prove the esti:'18.te he and, behind him, Aeschylus had
of the power of Zeus.
The Oresteian trilogy furnishes us with a good number
of lines indi cati ve of the poet IS estimate of the Olympi'an.

In

the parados of the Agamemnon the Chorus of Argive Elders sings:

"Thus Zeus, lord of the stranger, mightier far than the sons of
IAtreus • • • ,,11 Or again, "Hail sovereign Zeus • • • the Iblowpf
~eusl they name it • • • as he decrees, so does he act.,,12

In

the closing scene of the play, when the murder of Agamemnon and
passandra has been disclosed, Clytemnestra stands quarreling with
Ithe Chorus; they break forth: "Alack, alas, by the will of Zeus,
8seven 253.
;:1$bid. 255.
P,:OY'5rd. 512-514.
~lIgamemnon 60-62.
~2Ibid. 355, 367, 369.
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cause of all, worker of alll

For what is accomplished for mortaJJ:

without the will of Zeus?,,13

In the opening lines of the Eumen-

.'

ides we find another significant juxtaposition of deities.
prophetess who speaks the

prolo~~e

The

is invoking the gods; she

speaks first of the ancient dynasty, Earth, Themis, then coming
",'7

to the reigning gods she lists in order Phoebus Apollo, Pallas,
~ionysus,

~iller,

Poseidon, and finally, as a climax, "and Zeus the Ful-

Most High."14
As if in his last work, the Eumenides, he desired to

dispel any lingering doubt as to the supremacy of his Zeus, Aeschylus in a series of speeches has the other gods themselves
place the Thunderer at their head.

Apollo, pleading the cause of

prestes before the court of the Areopagus, says: "Not ever on my
pseer's throne

hav~

I

spoken--no neither of man, nor of woman, nor

pf state--that which was not commanded me by Zeus, father of the
plympians.

Learn how strong is this just plea, and I bid you

yield consent to the father's design.

,..

For an oath is in no wiso

stronger than Zeus. 1t15 He plainly admits his dependence on Zeus
n that declaration as well as in the one which follows immediat&
.. y:

Fetters Zeus might loose, of them there
is a cure, and a great many ways of
loosing them. But when the dust hath
drawn off the blood of a man, once dead,
there is no resurrection. For this my
father has devised no charms, but all
3

!!.8.. 1485-1488 •
... 4Eumenides 28.
5Ibid • 616-621.
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other things he disposes thus and so,
nor does it so much as disturb his
breath.16
Athena, too, acknowledges her dependence.

.'

In persuading the

Furies to become good spirits she has to overcome their reluctance
to submit to a superior power.

In the. course of her argument she
"'7

says: "I, too, rely on Zeus."17 In the same connection she remarks: "But to me, too, Zeus has given no mean intelligence. u1BAnd
finally, in accepting the cult at Athe~, the Furies-become-Eumenidos profess themselves gratified to be connected wi th Athena
and.

Athens, "which she, with Zeus the omnipotent, and Ares, hold,

a citadel of the gods.,,19
But is Zeus the only deity?

Is Aeschylus a monotheist?

If not such, he is either a henotheist 20 or a polytheist.

Which?

Although it is true that much of what Aeschylus wrote of Zeus was
monotheistic in tone, it can hardly be maintained that his conception of the divinity was really such.

The plays are too

fu~

of references to the other gods, references obviously portraying
an evident belief, to allow us seriously to entertain the notion
that the poet was a believer in one god.

Adam remarks in this

connection:
• • • the po~t clearly assumes the
essential unity of the divine purpose as manifest in the world. It

a.167 Ell.m•

645-651.

D. I'ETd. 826.
81"6IQ. 850.
19I'6Id'. 918-919.
20Henotheism may be defined as that aystem of religion which,
while admitting the existence of more than one god, gives worshin to only one.
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would nevertheless be an error to
suppose that Aeschylus is in any
proper sense of the term a monotheist. He constantly recognizes a
plurality of Gods; and nowhere does
he contend against the prevailing
polytheism • • • The most we can
fairly say on the subject of Aeschylean monotheism is that.in Aeschylus
the personality of Zeus~bvershadows
trJ.8.t of all the inferior Gods to a
much greater extent than formerly;
and that in the dynasty of Gods to
which Zeus belongs, there is but a
single purpose, but a siAgle ruling
wi 11, the wi 11 of Zeus hirns elf. 21

.'

We have gods appearing as characters in two of our extant dramas
--Apollo, Athena, and the Eumenides in t he play of that name,
ii'orce, Violence, IIephaestus, Prometheus, Oceanus, and liermes in
the Prometheus bound.

Besides these personal appearances, hardly

to be expected in the pla-y" of a

11'J.8J')

numerous references to other gods.

who was a monotheist, we have
Earth, Heaven, Themis, Cronus,

the Titans, hades, Poseidon, Ares, Aphrodite, Eera--these and a
host of other gods, great and small, constitute the Aeschylean
pantheon.

,...

There is one text, and that a fraement, which would
make Aeschylus, of all things, a pantheist: "Zeus is air, Zeus is
earth, Zeus

is heaven, Zeus is, in truth, ml things apd what-

ever is beY0nd them.,,22 This passage is unparalleled in all that
we nave of our author and cannot be taken as embodying his fixed
belief in the face of all the evidence we have to the contrary.

~lAdarn, 143-144.

P, 2i"ragment 70.

Eerbert

II, 403.

w.

Nauck. 2 Quoted in Aeschylus. 2 vols. (Loeb) Ed.
Smyth. London, 'Hilliam Heinemann, London, 1922.
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-rt is probably ascribable to the influence of Heraclitus, which

.'

.J-

was being felt in Aeschylus 's time, or to some pantheistic doctrine of the Orphic type.
Another interesting, because perplexing, set of lines
occurs in the Agamemnon: "Zeus,

whosol~;

he be--if by this name

he loves to be invoked, bll this name then shall I call him.
neighing all, no power I know save only 'Zeus.

11I2

3

On this pas-

sage Haigh remarks:
Even the name of Zeus was to him a
mere convention. Like Pindar, he felt
himself at liberty to reject 1.7hat was
hateful and improbable. But the ancient mythical gods were more to him
than mere types and abstractions; and
though their names might be uncertain,
and their deeds distorted by tradition,
he seems to have felt no doubt in his
heart that they were real and potent
divinities. 2 4
~t

will have been observed that even in this somewhat startling

confession of his doubt as to just who Zeus is Aeschylus still ....
~dheres

to the idea that, whoever he is, he is the all-powerful

bne.

It seems clear, then, that the Zeus of Aeschylus was
pot a monotheistic conception.
~enotheistic,

Nor can it honestly be said to be

for although, as has been said again and again,

~eus is the supreme dei ty, he is not, even pro tempore or t'erri~orially,

~3!g.

the sole deity worshipped.

The conclusion that Aeschy-

159-165. I have not seen Gil bert I':Turray' s comment on this
passage. He surely must have one someWhere, one, I doubt not,
highly interesting.
~4Haigh, 89.
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US

was a polytheist seems entirely justifiable, a conclusion

.'

nat, if nothing else, serves to point the lesson that even great
en cannot rise too far above their coevals.

Men whose stature

o'ertops their fellows reach that status by standing on the
shoulders of men only less great.

Aeschylus
had, in Greece, no
..,

monotheistic shoulders on which to stand.
And yet such a noble conception of Zeus as we have seen
Aeschylus to possess ill accords, it mu~t be confessed, with the
great body of ureek mythology or even, and this is the cause of
no small trouble to the critic, with the actions he sometimes
performs in Aeschylus himself.

We do not refer here to the dif-

ficulties which arise from the Prometheus bound--they shall have
their proper place in the next chapter--but to the inconsistencies
ich appear in the plays we have called,
some division, 'orthodox.'

b~

way of indicating

Such divergency in the very citadel

of Aeschylean religious thought has led some critics 25 to posit""
double Zeus in Aeschylus, the one, the ordinary god of the
yths with his foibles, and the other, the true Zeus of reformed
eschJlean theology who appears in many of the texts already
ited in treating of his sovereignty.

These critics suggest that

eschylu.s was not a genuine believer in the popular myths but
at he adopted their outward form by way of making more palatable
o the common people his new philosophical deity.
Such a theory,

lil{€~,

as we shall see, those of the alle-

5rllost notably by G. Hermann,.~. 8, 144 ff. Quoted in Haigh, 88.
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gorists of the Prometheus Bound, is not altogether devoid of a
certain plausi bili ty.

eu

~Jnlike

.'

thos e other theorie s it is possess-

of a certain air of learned discernment which would invite the

dilettante to accept and propagate it.

Lut, for all that, tbe

theory has against it serious objections which, remaining sub"·7

stantially unanswered, have brought it into something akin to
disrepute.

First of all, the probability of any such clear dis-

tinction in the mind of Aeschylus betwe.n popular myth and a
[higher Zeus is rather low.

He is too careless in mingling the

two concepts, if he really holds them as distinct.

Thus immedi-

ately following the passage already cited as the most sublime inIv'ocation of a god in the whole of Greek poetry, "King of Kings,"
~.,

the Danaids bid Zeus recall the gladsome tale of their an-

pestress Io, the woman of his love. 26 Or again, when in the Aga~emnon

he is addressed as the master of the universe, it is only

to have recalled in the ensuing lines that he had gained the
~astery

by wiles in the overthrow of his own father. 27 Such in-

~onsistencies,

inevitable in the writing of a man trying to pwciry

tnyth without substantially altering tt, would never be found so
plosely joined if the author were trying to change radically the
religion of the Greeks.
A further consideration combines wi th the precedi'ng to
rule out effectively the double Zeus theory.

Aeschylus is par-

L.icularly careful whenever the original myth has his gods engage

~~suPp. 531-533.
p7~. 171-175.
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__

in activities of which he cannot entirely approve to gloss over

.'

their shortcomings and explain them away as much as possible.
ThUS the whole Io incident, both in the Suppliants and in the

prometheus Bound, is put upon as high a plane as possible by
the stressing of the fact that as a result
of that forced union
"<7
Heracles wi 11, in the c ours e of t ims, be born.

Or again, Zeus

IS

treatment of his father Cronus is placed, as far as possible,
~pon

grounds of justice and progress in.tead of the bald trickery

and usurpation that is to be found in Hesiod.
~ight

be cited; these must suffice.

Other instances

The point is, that such

anxiety to smooth over the seams in the patchwork of the national
religion would hardly be proper to one bent on ousting that religion for abetter, becaus e
~eschylus

sopher.

more philosophical, one of his own.

was a deeply religious man, but he was not a philoAny theory that would make him out such can hardly stand

!the test of a searching impartial criticism.
An attribute of the Aeschylean Zeus which comes in for
some consideration here is that of his justice.
~d

Is Zeus just,

if, and when, we can show that Aeschylus conceived of him as

~r8eminently

just, what is his relation to Justice and Fate? That

~eus is just we can assert from all that we have seen of him so

"'ar.

Further, we have considerable offerings on the point ,by

~eschYlus hi:":self.
~he

And first of all, in the first stasimon of

Suppliants the Chorus of.' 1Jr..nHi ds says tha.t if he does not

protect them from the pursuing sons of Aegyptus, "Zeus sha.ll lay
~imself open to the charge of injustice • • • ~28 a contingency,
Gts Runn

1 RR-l_69
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.'

clearly, to be placed on the extreme verge of possibility. Later
in the same play the maidens, in conversing with Pelasgus, king
of Argos, show still further confidence in the Justice of Zeus:
"Both parties does Zeus, kjn to bothtin blood, look down upon
with impartial measure, dealing, as is n:.eet, ill to the evil,
goon to the righteous. 1f29 Surely there can me no question but
that the Olympian~s jus t, yet the daccghters of Danaus must once
more call our attention to the fact.

Alter presenting their case

to Pelasgus and urging him to do all in his power to protect

the~

suppliants in his land, they sum up their whole argument in a
single pregnant sentence: "Take thought on these.

They are just

ordinances from Zeus ."30
Once more we have from the Persians but a single text
to quote, for, as was explained above,31 the references in that
play are very few.

In the present case Darius, summoned from the

tomb by the wails of Atossa and the Chorus of Persian Elders, has
learned of the fearful loss of Persian arms and, in turn, pre~icts

further disaster •. Then he assigns a cause for the Persian

~ownfall--overweening

pride: ftZ eus ," he says, "in very truth is

~he punisher of arrogance and heavy is his chastening hano. u32
~ingle

instanc~,

A

too, from the Seven Against Thebes must suffice.

flhe Chorus of Theban Maidens, somewhat quj.eted at length by; Eteo~les

from their former terror, utters a prayer as one of the

r ------------------------------------------------------3-6-,
champions named to oppose the Argive warriors goes forth: "As
with raving mind they ~he Argive enem~

.'

proudly boast against

the city, so may Zeus, the Awarder, look down on them with
wrath."33

That they look to "Zeus, the Awarder" to deal just

judgment to the arrogance of the vauntlng foe, goes without saying.
The Oresteia again presents us with several instances
illustrqting our point.

The Argive

EI~rs

give utterance to a

typically Aeschylean sentiment: "Someone has said that the gods
think it beneath them to look to mortals who 8p'J.rn the grace of
sacred things.

That man was impious." 34

Another text tells us

that so long us Zeus abides on h1.s throne, so long shall it abide
that to the doer it shall be done 35 _-another instance of the
even-handed justic e of the Tht.:nderer.

Thovgh jus ti ce may be slow

in coming from the lland of Zeus, it is all the more sure.

lie

d~

not fail: "Zeus, Zeus, who sendest up from below upon the

darir~

and evil deeds of !!len their retribution long-deferred • •

• ft

~lectra

l'1er

invokes Zeus, requiring justice against tile murderers of

fat:r~er:

Iwhem,

a....1-),
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"And when will flourishing Zeus lay his hand upon

me I • • • Let the land recei ve pledges of it.

pustice after all this injustj.ce. u37

I demand

And such justice is she to

lave, justice by the grace of Zeus, the just one.
What is to be said of the relation between the just Zaw

~3Seven 483-485.
~4!g: 1563-1564.
f-J 5roid. 369-372.

~6Libation-Bearers 382-385.
~7Lib.-B. 394-398.
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and Dike, Justice?

Is Justice superior to him?

or is it inferior to him?
orthodox plays.

Is he Justice?

.'

We may cite a few passages from the

In the Suppliants we read: "Yea verily, may Jus-

tice, daughter of Zeus the apportioner, Justice, protectress of
the suppliant • • • ,,38

Justice, then, here at least, far from
,;,

being superior to Zeus, is called his daughter.

We have exactly

the same predication in a couplet of the Seven Against Tllebes.
~teocles,

has chosen to assail
..
and determining to go in person to engage his

learning that Polyneices

the seventh gate

hi~self

ibrother, laments the fact of the latter's waywardness: "But if
Justice, the vlrgin daughter of Zeus, were the companion of his
thoughts and. deeds • • ."39

Pas sing over three other references

to Justice in which her connection with Zeus is not too cle~r,40
~e

come to a passage in the Libation-Bearers in which Justice and

!zeus, together with Might, are conceived as working together to
~end to the children of Agamemnon their aid in avenging his mur-

ider: "May Might, and Justice, and Zeus the third, greatest of d~
pome to our aid. 1f4 l

Another passage from the same play brings

IlJogether the Fates, Zeus, and Justice in the accomplishment of a
~Gsired

end: "But, 0 ye great Elates, thus grant fulfillment

~hrough

the power of Zeus even as Justice now turneth.,,42

Some-

What later we find the Chorus singing:
But the bitterly sharp blade is near

~8~. 359-360. I have here and in one or two other places
39ta en Themis, Right, as practically synonomous with Justi.ce.
OSeven 662-663.
t'~. 250-251, 381-384, 773-775.
~~~b.B. 244-245.
~. I id:- 306-308.

r
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the breast and at the hest of Justice
presses home. J:<'or of a truth the in.'
justice of him who has unjustly trespassed
upon the due reverence of Zeus lies
trampled on the ground. The anvil of
of .Justice is firmly fixed. 43
~'inally

we return once more to the conception of Justice as the

f:J.aughter of Zeus: ". • • who is indeed ·"'the daughter of Zeus" JusllJ:j.ce we mortal men name her." 44
Justice" then, it is clear, is not superior to Zeus •
~he

•

thought of AeschJlus seems to be just about evenly· divided

between calling them" if not actually equals, nearly so, and
positing the former as his daughter.
pbtains in regard to Fate.

A somewhat similar situation

One citation connecting Fate and Zeus

~s on a cooperative footing has already been given. 45

We find

n the Suppliants a set of lines which seem to identify Fate with
,.,he will fuf Zeus: "Whatever is fated" that will come to pass. The
Inighty" untrammeled will of Zeus 1s not to be crossed.tt 46

The

phorus of Elders in the Persians sings: "For by the will of the....
~ods li"ate has ruled from. of old. "47 'rhe F'uries" arraigning Oreste ~
~efore
~

ect.

the Areopagus" furnish us with a final test on this subThey are speaking of their

ts.~k

of avenging blooc..-g1Jil t:

'Who then of mortals does not reverence this and fear it, hearing
Ine tell of the ordinance made unto me by Fate by the will of the
~odS for its fulfillment?,,48 We find, then" in the six orthodox

~~L~p.-B.

639-645.
949-950.
Cf. p. 37 supra.
~6supp~ 1047-1049.
7pers. 93-95.
~5I ~d.

8Ti'l1m
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plays a perfect harmony" whether of identity or congruity is a
point beyond the scope of the present inquiry" between Zeus and
Justice and Pate.
~appens

The three present a.n ao_mirable exa'"1ple of what

when the eye is single--the whole body is lightsome.
A final"

and very i..irief" consideration will be that of

the atti tude of the orthodox Zeu.s of Aeschylus toward l'r.ankind.

rO

attempt to set down and

cO"lli~ent

upon all the passaGes that

rave been gathereu. under the heacUngs

0t

"Zeus benevolent fl and

'Zeus guardi.an ll in the careful perusal of the extant plays which
preceded the task of writing" would be to stretch out this chapwer to an intolerable length.
Jery few ci tations.

We shall content

~lu:"selves

with a

The reader may t'Jrn up the other passages

{-'or l."lim.s elf. 49
'l'be Danaids beseech: "0 Zeus, have pity on our woes,
est we perish utter1y."50

'rhe sir:lp1e faith of these young maiden

portrays a Zeu.s concerned wi th the fate of his creatures, a benign
;<

~eus.

King Pe1asgus" brooding over his entry into the Danaus-

Ciegyptus quarrel" muses: rrAnd when Goods have been plundered from
a home, yet others may come" thanks to Zeus, r;uardian of household wea1th.,,51
~eus

Seated, then, as he is on Olympus's heights"

is interested in the affairs of men.

Later in the play the

uanaids call down blessing on their benefactors: "Thus may their
49 0UPP • 1-2, 26-27" 190-193, 206, 347, 473-479, 627" 641; Seven
89, 116-117, 1080-1081; ~. 43-44" 677-678, 748, 1036-1037;
Lib.-B. 13-19; 775; Eum. 92" 213-214, 365, 973, 1045-1046;
Fragments 55, 86, 16~
5'OSupp. 210.
ol I bid. 445.

r~lty

be governed well, if only they have regard for great

i

ze~~

zeus,above all, Lord of Strangers, who, by his sage direction,

guides destiny arlght,tt52 and, "May Zeus bring the land to bear
its destined fruit by seasonable growth. fl53 In the Seven Against
Tnebes Bteocles heartens his warriors: "Zeus will prove a
~

~

Savior.~

He cares, then, for the folk of Thebe-town individually; also
c01lectively, for: "0 mighty Zeus • • • who in very truth defends
these walls of CadmusJ"55 Men, too, ap!*,eciate the care Zeus exercises over them, for the herald in the Agamemnon, having related the successful sseige of Troy, concludes: "And the grace of
Zeus shall have full course of honor for that it brought us to
our accomplisheG end. u56 The Chorus, too, recognizes the munificence of Zeus: "Indeed a great and plenteous gift from Zeus,
aye, from the furrows that every year produce, destroys the blight
of famine."57

Such citations must suffice to indicate in broad

outline the attitude of the orthodox Zeus towards mankind, an
attitude at once benign and powerful, helpful and considerate.
Our litanit, then, is complete.

Zeus is the supreme

deity of a polytheistic religion, purged in the mind of Aeschyl'O.s, just, benevolent, noble.
~ound.

~~suPp. 670-678.
I"5'IU. 688-690.
)4'S'e"Ven 520.
)5S even e22-824.
)~A&. 581-582.
) Ibid. 1014-1016.
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And then comes the Prometheus

·'

CHAPTER IV
THE ZEUS OF THE PROl,'lErrBEUS BOUND

The person who, reading the

~lays

of Aeschylus for the

first time" saves the Prometheus bound till last of all as being
the supreme example of what Aristotle called "simple tragedy,"

•

experiences, when he finally does come to that play, no little
surprise and, if he has given himself to the Aeschylean Weltanschauung, something of a shock.

For the poet seems to reverse

himself, seems, in a single short play, to seek to deny, or at
least in effect does deny, the concept of Zeus which he had
through almost half a century of writing for the Athenian stage
so laboriously built up.

Zeus is so obviously" throughout all

the other plays, the idealized favorite of Aeschylus that the
spectacle in the Prometheus ?ound of that same Zeus presented rh
something remarkably akin to an unfavorable light is" at best,
~isconcerting.

Zeus in the other six plays is unquextionably the

supreme deity, unchallenged and unchallengeable on his throne.
~he

whole dramatic conflict of the Prometheus Bound is based on

just the opposite assumption, that is, that there is question
~nd

very real qu.estion as to the supremacy of Zeus, so that in

~his play he is not only challengeable but challenged.

The Zeus

pf the other extant plays is" clearly, a just deity,.one whose
~ery

daughter is Justice herself, one whose will, if not identfual

41

42
~ith

Fate, is at

~etheus

~

aat in perrect harmony with it.

p.Pesents a somewhat different picture.

.'

The Pro-

It is at least

questionable--and most critics would describe this statement as
excessively cautious--that the Zeus or the Prometheus is just.
Again, the noble, benevolent Zeus or all the rest or Aeschylus's

....

work seems to be metamorphosed into a misanthrope, harsh and un~rateful,

in the short compass of the thousand-odd lines or a

single play.

Such would be the general ..,tmpres sion gained by a

single, not too careful perusal or the play.

It is the business

of the present chapter to examine into some, at least, or the
texts upon which that impression is based.
FiBst or all, then, the Zeus or the Prometheus Bound,
as opposed to that god in the other plays, is not a supreme deity
secure upon his throne but one engaged in a life and death
~o

str~

maintain his precarious position at the head of the universe.

Prometheus sounds early this note or the insecurity or Zeus when
n speaking to the Chorus or Oceanids he says:
Yea, verily, the day shall yet come
when the lord or the BlEssed shall
have need or me, for all that I am
tortured by these harsh fetters, to
lay bare to him the new device whereby he shall be despoiled of his sceptre
and his honors. Nor shall he soften
me with the honey-tongued blandishments or persuasion, and never shall
I, trembling before his threats, reveal this secret, before he shall loese
me rrom these cruel bonds and wish to
make amends for this shameful treatment.l
1-------~~.~

I pr • B • 168-179. Every citation given in this chapter is from
this play; thererore the line nQ~bers only will be given.
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The reader cannot but be struck by the complete re-

.'

versal in tone between this defiance of an insecure Zeus and the
orthodox submission to his supreme will.
~ind

A few lines later we

Prometheus making another veiled allusion to the secret

!hinted at in the preceding passage: "But none the less a day will
"'<7

come when he shall be softened of mood, when in such wise he haa
been broken.

Then abating his stubborn wrath he shall at length

pome into league and friendship with me.,,2

•

We next find the Chorus, instrument of Aeschylean
seeking to encourage Prometheus to bear up under his alf·

~hought,

lPering:

II

•••

for as much as I am of good hope that you shall

lfet be loosed from these fetters and be in strength no way in"'erior to Zeus. u3
70 1)10.

Such a senti'Clent in any of the other plays

be so completely out of place as to give rise to conj ectures

pf spuriousness, but by this stage of the Prometheus Bount). it is
~o

much of a piece with the general tone that we notice it only

~o

pass on.

A conversation between 10, another sufferer at

the~

[lands of Zeus, and Prometheus points still more the lesson of
~eusls

insecurity:
Prometheus: • • • but now there is no
end of my pangs appointed
until Zeus be cast down from
hi s har sh sway.
10:
Whatl Is it possible that
some day Zeus shall be C~~~
out of his tyranny?
Prometheus: You would rejoice, methinks,
to see such a fall.
10:
And why not, since it is from

2.
rz190 ... 195.
fl508-510.
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Zeus that I suffer ill?
Prome theu s : Know, then, that all these
things are true.
Io:
At whose hand shall he suffer the spoliation of his
tyrannous sceptre?
Prometheus: At his own hand, and by his
empty-headed schemings. 4

.'

As the play draws to a c los e "):>rometheus become s more
bitter against the god who caused him to be chained thus to the
pitiless crag in so forsaken a wilderness.
parture of Io he breaks forth with:

•

On the frenzied de-

Yea, verily, yet shall Zeus, for all
IUS stubborn spirit, be humcled in as
much as he proposes to make for himself
a marriage which shall hurl him from
his tyrannous throne into forgetfulness
• . • let him not trust to his thunder
and lightning for these shall not a
whit avai 1 him against di shonorable and
unbearable disgrace. Such a wrestler is
he now preparing against himself, a portent most power~l in battle, one, I say,
who shall hit upon fire more powerful
than the bolt and a crash more loud than
the thunder. , • Then, blasted by his
evil, shall he learn what a gulf there
is that lies between sovereign and
slave. 5
The Chorus, disturbed by the violent wrath of the chained Titan,
inquires:
Chorus:

And must we look for some
one to become the master of
Zeus?
Prometheus: Yes, and he shall bear upon
his neck miseries more painful than these I bear. 6

Ie carries on in that strain, the Chorus all the while seeking to

~755-762.
P908-9l0, 918-923, 926-927.
~930-93l.
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.

calm him, until he works h:1mself up into a veritable passion •
'

Earlier in the play he was in p~n, somewhat dismayed, frightened
by the strange noise which turned out to be the arriving car of

the Chorus of Oceanids.

Now, in his righteous indignation, his

pain is forgotten, his dismay and fear changed into blazing ange

..,

and unqualified defiance .. so that when the ChoruB advise him to
submit to Necessity, his fiery response is: "Reverence, adore,
make up to whoever holds the power.
less than naught.

..

As for me, I care for Zeus

Let hL:! work his wi 11, let hi'll rule what short

tLne he may--since not for long shall he lord it over the gods ."7
Hardly has he concluded this speech when Hermes, bear}.ng the demand of Zeus for the revelation of the vaunted secret,
appears upon the scene.

The "1ackey tf 8 delivers the message of

the Father only to be met by:
Have I not seen two sovereigns hurtling
from these heights? And of a third ..
the pr esent master, shall I behold the
fall most shameful and most swift.
Surely you do not think I bow and scrape
before these new-made gods. 9
Clearly, no acute powers of discernment are required to
observe a marked dIfference between the "King of Kings, most
1essed of the Blessed" Zeus whom we studied in the earlier pages
f the preceding chapter and the Zeus we find portrayed in the
assages cited from the Prometheus Bound.

Other citations,

horter, less telling, might have been made; the ones actually
ivan, though few, are vivid and thus calculated to make as stro
936-940.

941.
956-960
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an impression as possible.

And" indeed" it would seem that the

impression is inescapable.

Whatever else may be said for or

.'

against the Zeus of the Prometheus Bound--that he is unjust,
harsh, impious, ungrateful--this much is certain beyond all

pos~

bility of reasonable dispute: Zeus is a new god, uncertain of hi~
"7
throne, uncertain of his very self, faced by many sworn and pOV'.eI'ful enemies" who are conquere'i" it is true, for the nonce, but
who are always strongly threatening successful insurrection
against their conqueror.

•

That such a concept of Zeus is the

ant~

thesis of the carefully elaborated concept of the other plays is
evident.

';ihether Aeschylus intended it to be such or just what

he did intend is a question we have yet to face.
If Zeus is not in the Prometheus Bound the supreme

dei~

that he is elsewhere" it is also true that other attri butes whicb
in a former chapter we assigned to him are either lacking or in
abeyance in this particular dramatic effort.

Thus the much-

vaunted justice of Zeus is rather conspicuously missing in the
present piece.

....

The Chorus of the Daughters of Ocean, imr1edJ_ately

after they have allayed the fears of Prometheus, take occaslon to
!pass judgment upon the just and reasoned method of rule adopted
by the new dynasty:I!For there are new helmsmen of the 01ympian

ship" and with newly-devised law.;; Zeus governs arbitrarily; and
Nhat things were powerful in olden time he now renders vain. tllO
Pressed by the Oceanids to reveal why he was beine; exposed to
~uch

cruel torture, Prometheus relates his many benefits to man-

cind" benefits which brought the human race from the darkness of
lOI48-151.
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subterranean caves into the white light of day, benefits which

.'

found little favor in the eyes of Zeus, determined to make away
with the race of men.

Vlhen they have heard of Prometheus's bene-

factions to mankind, the Oceanids exclaim:
Chorus:

Was it on such a charge
as this tha~ Zeus • • •
Prometheus: Tortures me and in no wise
gra~ts release from pain.
10:
Is there not some foreordained term of your misery?
Prometheus: None at all,. save when it
seems good to Zeus. ll
Somewhat later in the play, after the departure of their father
Oceanus, the maidens of the Chorus sing an ode of conuuiseration
with Prometheus, telling how they mourn by reason of his hapless
18t: ttFor Zeus, ruling thus harshly by laws of r-Lis own construction, displays to the ancient gods an arrogant spirit.,,12
To the charge of tlunjust U levelled against Zeus may be
added that of "ingrate." Prometheus, in accounti!13 to the Chorus
for his outrageous treatment substantiates tha t charge:
• • • joining my mother wit~e took
my stand willingly beside a right
willing Zeus; and by reason of my
counsel the black depths of Tartarus
hide the ancient race of Cronus and
all hi s alIi es. 'rhus did the tyrant
of the gods profit at my hands and wi th
these cruel pangs he has requited me.
For there is somehow this disease in
tyranny, that it does not trust its
friends. 13
Duch conduct ill accords with the not ion of an all-jus t and gratef'ul Zeus garnered from previ ous plays.

fL~257-260.

t'-3§?~:~g~·

Hor doe s Prometheus forget

48
~hat

.'

his torture is the result of more than injustice; the in-

gratitude rankles, as is evidenced by his return to that theme
flgsin and again in the course of the play.
~he

"Eehold a sight--me

friend of Zeus, who gave him all aid in setting up his tyran-

p-y, wi th what tortures I am bent even b~l hini. tt14 "In a word I
"<7

~etest

all the gods who, receiving good at

tne evil." 15

~y

hands, now return

"Yea, verily, I am Zeus's d6otor that I should renier

a favor unto hi 1." 16

Finally the Oce~ds themselves take up the

strain and cast it in the teeth of Hermes; they are the last
words the maidens utter before they are hurled into the depths
by the Zeus-sent earthquake.

'I'hey account wholly justified the

anger of Prometheus and, although they

ca~not

entirely approve

of his proud speech, they must remain loyal whatever the cost:
"With him I wish to suffer whatever needs must be; for I have
learned to hate traitors, nor is there plague I spurn more than
this. u17
In sharp contrast to the benevolent Zeus on whom we
touched briefly at the conclusion of our' preceding chapter we
have in the Prometheus Bound a Zeus harsh and cruel.
ministers he chooses to execute rus

The very

commands in the opening

lines of the play give away something of his changed character.
Power and Force are sixply unthinkable as agents of Zeus in the
Suppliants, yet both, one by his ominous silence, the other by
his harsh words and brutal attitude" reflect perfectly the temper
14 306-308.

15 975-977.
16 985.
171067-1070.
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the master who has sent them down to rivet the 'J.nhappy Titan

!Uo the rock.

..

Power rai Is

at the unwilling Hephaestus: "You must

~ulfill the commands laid upon you by the Pather--to rivet this

'ogue to the high-towering crags with fetters of unbreakable
I::>_daman t. 1118

Or agai n:

If.

•

•

for the heart of Zeus is [-.Lard;

t;Jvery one whose power is new is harsh. u19

They act :tn fear of

~eus: "Haste t~}ee then to shackle hi,~' about, lest the Father see

~hee loitering.,,20

"What, do you draw back again and groan over
i>

~he

enemies of Zeus?l:-ialle a care lest some day you be an object

pf pity. 1121

tI.

•

•

for he who weighs our work is severe .,,22

Prometheus complains to the Chorus of the refinement
of cruelty by which Zens, instead of p'J.tting him in 'l'artarus for
his punisb.ment, has pJa ced hi'TI where he may be exposed to the
jeers and gloatings of his enemies.

To all of whic~l the maidens

reply:
mlO of the gods is so hard of heart
as tor e j oi c eat ~ ur mi s e ry? ·Wh 0
dOE:s not compassionate your pains
--except for Zeus. But he rancorously h.a t:'1 fixed his unbending mind
and. lords it over the race of Granus;
nor will he call a halt before his
heart is suriel ted or someone by wi les
seii e upon his unassailable rUle. 23

A few lines further on the Chorus, after urging Prometheus to
abate somewhat his speech, concludes: "POl' unyielding is the chal:'''
gcter of O1'onus I s son and his heart is Dhut to every plea."24

To

r
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which Prometheus replies: "T know that Zeus is harsh and keeps
to himself the administration of justice. 1f25

The daughters of

Oceanus press Prometheus to relate to them the cause of his
punisrllrrent:

and declare to us upon what charge Zeus has
talcen you that he thus shamefully and terribly tortures you." 26
If • • •

"'<7

The Titan complies with the request and, after the tale of his
benefi ts to mankind, concludes: tt'rherefore am I bent by such terwho
.,
place in my pity am not deemed worthy of it

rible tortures, painful to endure, piteous to witness.
gave to mortals first
~yself,

I

but am thus mercilessly chastised, a sight to shame the

glory of Zeus.,,2?
Oceanus the appeaser favors Prometheus with his counsel.
lis worDis are the more noteworthy for that he is a friend of
~eus and may be thought to have a sympathetic understanding of

lis policies: tt • • • for there is a new ruler amon£; the gods.
!:Jut if you hurl forth words so harsh and sharp, it might happen
!vhat he hear you, though his throne be high above, so that your~
present weight of sorrows seem but child's play. tt28

ClearlYI

~ven

in the estimation of his friends" Zeus was not to be trifled

tvi tho

That such was the opinion, too, of Prometheus hi.mself we

~ather from a query he makes after relati.ng the past and future

~anderings of 10, another victim of Zeus's passion, this time of

his love: "Does it not seem to you that the tyrant of the gods is
[violent in all his ways alike?,,29
85189-190 •.

~~196-198.

~8238-243 •

. 312-316.

~9?35-73?

r
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What reply can we give to such a question?

Aeschylus
4'

:liIDself, we think, would be hard put to it to find a respectable
~swer

in the data we have remaining--sevcn plays out of ninety-

r

.'

CHAPTER V
SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM: I. THE COMMENTATORS

The temptation to make the opening ~entence of a chapter purporting to present the views of the commentators on a
COr!troverted subject read tlquot capita, tot sententiae" is one
1.'Vhich in the present instance

~u.st

•

be resis ted.

While it is true

that practically every critic of Aeschy1e8.n drama has his or her
variation on one of the four main lines of attacking the problem
of the contradictory of Aeschylus as found in the Prometheus
Bound and in the other remaining plays, these are merely variatic:n::
on so many themes.

No matter how much writers may differ on this

or that detail of interpretation, it seems fairly clear that
opinion generally has crystalized into four molds or slots, into
one of which we may, without too much stretching or lopping,
lany Biven theory.
~resent

~ains

I]~hree

dr~p

of these types it is the business of the

chapter to consider and, with what degree of success re-

to be seen, reject.

The fourth, with which, as a matter of

lPact, the first can be connected, and insofar as it can be, that
~irst then becomes acceptable--we shall consider and approve in
I~he

next chapter.
The first type of solution of the contradictory Zeus

problem is one which despairs of a solution, the easiest and,
perhaps after all, the wisest way out.

We may take Haigh's Tragic

Drama of the Greeks as a sample of this

t~rpe:

5?
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The critics generally agree in supposing that the mystery was solved in the .'
later plays of the trilogy. But they
differ in their views as to the nature
of the solution • • • Perhaps the truth
may be that even in the concluding plays
t.llcre was nOtsatisfactorv solution of
~ne ai!·1"~CUi y.
AescuYiuS may have
fallen into one of those inconsistencies
to which he was often exposed ir.#lis
attempt to ennoble the ~ cienf mythology.
'Ehe story of Pro!l1ethens." resolute in
self-devotion and unshaKen by threats
of vengeance, affordec a splendid subject
for tragedy. It is possible, therefore,
that Aeschylus, attractei by this idea,
threw his whol~ soul into the delineation
of the heroic Titan, and, for the purpose
of effective contrast, left Zeus as he
found him in the legend" regardless of
the inconSistency wlth nis usual utterance about the supreme bcing.l
The author thereupon cites other writers, Virgil, specifically,
and

Iv~il

ton, who, swept away by their genius, departed somewhat

from their normal attitude; thus Aeneas is made to look rather
!despicable in the course of his relations with Dido, and Satan
I-'-s drawn with so much force and enthusiasm as to d:isttlrb the
lethi cal balance of Paradi se Lost.
Such a solution of the difficulty, then, comes down to
!this: Aeschylus, in writing the play, did not intend to give any
~pe~ial

significance to Zeus; he had a conflict, a good one, to

~ramatize, and dramatize it he did, regardless of the consequences

~Hew to the line, let the chips fall where they may," might well
l.ave been hi~otto in this particular case.
~ccording

Since he disregarded.,

to this opinion, so completely and effectively the

~hereabouts

of the chips resultant fror.1 his

~ewing,

we can hardly

pe expected to be able to gather them together again into the
lUaigh, 111-112.
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systematic and sustained whole which would constitute the much-

.'

desired solution.

Such a resolution of the difficulty is very plausible
and" it is hardly necessary to :::.c.d" for various reasons quite
attracti ve.

That '1 t is the mos t si}(lple and most obvious way of

interpreting the play taken by itself is not a reason" in spite
of all that Dfl. Verrall might have to say on the subject, for
rejectinG it out of hand.

Rather it is.. a reason for accepting

j_t" a reason that would, no doubt, prevall, were we, as was said,
to consider the :play by itself, irrespecti ve of all the other
Aeschylean work.

But unfortunately we are unable to consider the

work by itself, for we have six other plays in which Zeus appears
and

appears in direct contradiction, as we have seen, to the

Zeus of the Prometheus Eound.

Either Aeschylus intended to

present a Zeus consistent in the main or he did not.

If he did

not intend to present a consistent Zeus" then our problem disappears and we may acquiesce not only

whole-~eartedly

but

also~

vith no small degree of relieved satisfaction in the solution
ow under consideration" that is, that he was portraying the
eus that was required by mythology for his story.

If, on the

ther hand, Aeschylus did intend to present a consistent Zeus,
hen such a solution is unacceptable and another, if possible,
,ust be found.

That consistency was his intention is the present

ontention.
Aeschylus, we say, intended to portray a consistent
eus.

Any interpretat:ton of :-lis plays, therefore, based on the

pposi te assumption must be incorrect.

'l'he point, of course, to

e proved is that the poet did intend a consistent Zeus.

Such an
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intention embodied in bis plays can have but one purpose--to

.'

teach the people, as far as possible, the idea of a supreme Zeus
above the ordinary mythological conception.

The idea of a con-

sistent Zeus, then, is based logically on the idea of Aeschylus
as a teacher, for one who would

~lncer.ely
,O?

desire to teach some-

thing successfully, must, as an a b,301utely fundamental stl3P, keep
his teaching conslstent. 2

And Aesch;;lus as a tragedian was a

teacher, a fact that the whole of

Gree~

recognized:

,

On ne saurai t doutc1' que la tragedle
n'ait ete en ce temps pour Ie zpectateur grec une admirable ecole • • •
De memet1' a1l1eurs que la frequ:entat10n
d'une bonne societe affine l'esprit,
donne aux sentLlents plus de dtflicatesse et au jugement plus d'acuitd,
f~niliarisait Ie public athenien avec
tout un ord1'e de, pens~es elevees, de
disposition ganereus8 1 d'emotions
nobles et rares J que la vie de tous
les jJurs ne lu~ rulrait pas fait connaitre. Par la, elle rendait a la
culture intellectuelle et ::11orale un
service dont la valeur ne peut ~tre
exaggeree. Les grands esprits euxm~es ~taient frappes de cette sagesse
de la tr>agedie, qui produisa1t de si
'.
··
' 'I a~. t
i ngenl.euses
comb
~na~sons,
quireve
s1 bien la nature huma1ne, qui exprimait
en 8i belles sentences tant de pensees
utile ct instructives.3
pr again:
Through that destiny a. great poet arose,
deeply conscious that he was part of the
Athenian nation, to implant in his fellow
citizens the eager and devout sense of
victory, and to unite classes • • • in a
common gratitude and aspiration • • •
The men of that age never felt that the
art might be objected here that Aesch~lus is merely adhering to
the data given him. by his fontes. The tragedians are not famous
for adheriI!:,g stri ct.lY to their mythological fontes. E contra.
Croiset ILL 169-17u

h
I'

r
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nature and influence of tragedy were
purely and simply aesthetic. Its
power over them was so vast that they
held it responsible for the spirit 01'
the whole state • • • Our belief cannot alter the fact that the Athenians
held them the tragedians to ce their
spiritual 1readers, with a responsibili ty far ~reater and graver than the
constitu~ional authorit~ of successive
political leaders • • • Yet the idea
that the tragic poet was ~esponsible
for the spirit of the state cannot
have been the original conception of
his function: for the agf of Pisistratus thought of poetry pUTely as a thing
to be enjoyed. It was created by the
tragedies of Aeschylus: it was Aeschylus
whom Aristophanes conjured up from the
lower world as the only man who could
recall poetry to its true function.4
Let us for a moment consider a passage from

4'

Aristoph~

the opinion of a man who, whatever else may be said for or agains1
him, was far from a fool and who xnew the Athenian people to perfection. In :bis .J:I'rogs the comedian is regaling us with a debate
Ibetween Aesch:;lus and Euripides, in the course of which the for'ner, in chiding his rival for present:tns sin on the stage,

say~

It was true, right enough; but the poet
should hold such a truth enveloped in
mystery,
And not present it or make it a play.
It's his duty to teach, and you know it.
As a child learns from all who may come
in his way, so the grown world learns
from the poet.
Oh, wor ds of good counsel s:10uld flow frma
his voice. 5
lere we have an explicit expression of the purpose and even the

~uty of the tragic poet and that put into the mouth of Aeschylus
~imself.

It is Significant that for all his railing at Aeschylus

4

5Jaeger, 238, 245.
Aristopr. . t?nes. Frop:s

lOf)~~lDfiRTrans

T,~UT'T'OV
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~uripides

does not so much as attempt to deny the truth of the
4'

if'ormer's statement, a thing
~hat

~1.e

surely would have done, did not

statement represent the true opinion of the Athenian people.
At this point it might be objected that although the

nind of Aristophanes seems clear

enou&~

as to the fact that Aes-

:Jbylus was a religious teacher, that op'lnion Is not of excessive
lV'eight.

The fact is that the opinion of Aristophanes is of con-

siderable weight.

The Progs gained the first prize" an outcome

•

b.ardly conceivable if the author had misrepresented so gigantic
~

figure in Greek culture as Aeschylus to that drr'<.!i1atist's own

3.udience.
~hances

Aristophanes was not so short-sighted as to risk his

of Victory by a misrepresentation of the Father of Trag-

3dy, nor were the Athenian people so obtuse as to fail to notice
rnd resent sucL a misrepresentation.
We can scarcely deny" then, that Aeschylus was a teach~r

of Greece.

~la

ims that function of Aeschylus:

Indeed, Haigh himself, by a fine illogicality, pr'0-

The work which Aeschylus set himself
to perform, as a moral teacher, was
to re00ncile the popular religion wi th
the more advanced conceptions of his
time, by purifying its grossness and
harmonising its various inconsistencies
• • • Few 'fiil1 deny that in hi shands
the religion of the Greeks ~as been
raised to a higher level Gf moral digni t;l than it ever attained before of
since.
The firxt point to be noticed in
regard to his religious views is the
sublime conception of Zeus as the
supreme ruler of the universe. 6 .
r

he proponent, of the solution we are opposing himself proclaims
bHaigh, 87.

...

,

r
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that the outstanding point to be noted in the moral and religious

.'

teaching of Aeschylus is his sublime conception of Zeus.

As a

teacher the poet would certainly want to inculcate above all his
prime doctrine--the sublimity of Zeus.

To portray a Zeus, harsh

and unjust, and allow the matter to hang thus in the air because
swept off his feet by a story would be "'?an act of utter selfcontradiction by Aeschylus, a contradiction, note, not in mere
fact, in which any man may slip, but in principle, in fundanental
and most important principle.
Aesch,;lus was not a fool.

Such wO~~d be the act of a fool.

The very laws of reason demand a fur-

ther solution which will reconcile his certain function as a
consistent teacher with the apparent contradiction in a double
presentation of his most important tenet.
Again, it might be argued against the "good story"
solution that in another play Aeschylus is most careful to gloss
over the undesirable picture of Zeus handed down by mythology and
~o paint instead the glowing picture of a savior.
~uppliants

is the Sar:1e 10 as in the Prometheus l3ound" but what·1\

kiif ference in the presentation of her case.
~he

The 10 of the

In the former she is

thrice-blessed mate of Zeus, in the latter, the houhded heifer-

tnaid, victim of the godls passion.
~bove

Aescrjll1S in the Suppliants

all presents his noble conception of Zeus.

There he is

peeking to purify the ancient myth in accordance with his teachng profession. 7 In the Prometheus Bound the myth has anot~Ar
function, one opposed to that in the Suppliants but equally in
accord with the same teaching profession.
We are told that it is a mistake to look for any solu7purify: that is, bring closer to the common concept of morality
t~~ ~oncept of Zeus.
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tion of the problem because there is none beyond the simple and
obvious fact that Aexchylus was telling the story as he received
lit from myth.

Which last statement could bear some substantia.t-

ing" if we are to accept it.

The Prometheus of the legend is, in

Ifact" a wily" tricky fellow, set upon outwitting Zeus.

His sole

'07

~irtue--if

indeed we may call a virtue a trait which we observe

~n but two acts--is his concern for mankind.

Zeus" on the other

p.and, is largely he of Homer and Hesiod. not nearly" it would
~eem"

so tyrannous and arbitrary as our friend of the Prometheus

j3ou...Yld.
All in all" then, we may say that yv-e arejusti fi ed in
bejecting a solution of the contradictory Zeus of Aeschylus which

py its own Rdmission is no solution.
~atio

The principal reason" or

probativa, is this: Aeschylus as a religious teacher had to

be consistent; but an explanation which b.olds the

If

good stDryll

theory of solution cannot protect his consistency; therefore such
a theory is to be rejected.

The other arguments advanced but ~t

elaborated are merely confirmatory.
The second posi tion commdmly resorted to in the search
ff'or an explanation of the apparent contradj ctj.on in the AeschyfLean Zeus is that of the al1egorists.

rrhose who r'=!sort to this

~evice do so in one of two states of mind.

Either they" like the

proponents of the preceding soluti on, be1i eve j.t perfectly ac~eptable that the poet should be inconsistent In so important a

latter" and thus

fall under the refutatj on of that posit:i.on al-

~eady given" or they must hold that the allegory was and is so
~vident

that no one could fail to perceive it at once

and thus
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not attribute to the real Zeus what was intended merely as a
representation of some other person or thing.

Either the alle-

gory had to be evident or it failed, that much is clear from the
very nature of the case.

The audience in the theatre was, after

all, a very heterogeneous group; rich and poor were there, bril-

..,

liant and dull, farmer and artisan.

If the purpose of the play-

wright was not to be frustrated, morally all of those people
would have to perceive the allegory, fOl if they did not perceive
it, they would interpret Zeus as joust exactly what the poet did
Inot want them to interp:eet hj.m as, inconsistent with the Zeus
they knew from the other Aeschyle an dra'nas.

j:l'urther, the audi-

ence had not only to perceive the aJ.legory, but it had to perceive
it immediately as the play prosressed, making still further demands on its being evident.

'rhat any allegory of the Prometheus

!Bonnd, beyond certain basic natural Similarities, is as evident
as is called for by the exigencies of the tj_mes Rnd persons iniTolved is open to very serious question, if nQt to categorical'"
denial.
The critic of aYl allegor ical int erpreta ti on of 3...."ly
piece of li terature finds hLns elf in a difficult posi tiona
~he

In

absence of any worth-while evidence in our spectfic case--

ndeed, if there were any evidence, the matter would hardly be
isputed--the play, allegorically, is an open question.

Neither

I-he critic nor anyone else in a time as remote as ou.rs from the .
ate of composition of the play can definitely say that the poet
id or did not have an aJ.lcgory in mind, or that, if he did, it
as this one rather than that one.
utter freedom of enterj)rise

J

It is this circumstance, this

that makes the fie1d nf alle~
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such a Garden of Eden to the hard-pressed commentator, for if
only he make some effort to keep his imagination within the
bounds of probability, there is no one who can categorically rule
out any theory, pet or otherwise, he may see fit to present.
'Jritics may frown, shake their heads, write articles, but all
that they can say or do comes down ultlmatay, in, as has been
said, the absence of evidence, simply to this: opinion, conjecture, persuasion.

It seems fairly

corfu~on

•

for the greater lights

of classical scholarship to reject an allegorical interpretation
that is not propped and buttressed bj the l!lOst weighty argurnents.
Such a constancy, in the face of the continual l..1!'gings of the
allegorists, is not only laudable, it is reasonable.

The basis

of such persevering rejection seems to be the principle that he
mho :first asserts a propos:ttion to be true must, if he would
have :tt accepted, prove it.

And just there, in the proof, is

Iwhere so many allegories, and, specifically, those based on the
Prometheus :Cound, break down, for no matter how well their

autl::»r~

Ihave fitted and dove-tailed all the loose ends so that the net
tresult is, subjectively, a joy to behold,

t~,ey

p.ove-tai 1 the one thing es s enU aI, the proof.
~rel'1t

cannot fit or
Vhereupon the

p!'cponderance of scholars sinply rei'use to accept the fruit

of the alle2:;ori st Isla bors.

All of whic;'-l is neatly sU1!Ll1ed up in

",he time-honored Scholastic aure1Lm dictum: quod gratis asseritur,
bratis negatur.
By way of illustration we may briefly cite two of the
Ii l legorie8 applied to the Prometheus bound by well meanine
~ri t

ers.

E.G. B.arman in hi s The Prometheus bound of Aeschylus8

f:3Uarman. v-15. passim.
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informs us first of all that the play is not part of a trilogy;
then, that point settled to his satisJaction, he proceeds to the
unveiling of the masterpiece.
;~'emos,

Zeus, it seems, is the Athenian

foolish, capricious, passionate, and irresistible.

Pro-

fletheuR--and here is a master-stroke of sympathetic interpretaticr
--is AeschJlus himself, wi ttL some
whic~l

Ifoolish marriage

refe)~ence

to Aristides.

.ine

is to bring about the ruination of Zeus is

Iof course, the "marriage" of Athens wit~ the sea, her abandoning
!vhe land, that is, for a nav9.1 empire.

The gods of the play are

vhe Athenians individually, while the Titans can be nothing else
Ivhan the old Eupatr'id party, mightily fallen from the good old
flays.

Nee'.lles s to say, the elaboratj on of thi s allegory was a

I'-abor moderately futlle, for, contrary to the general pra.ctice of
~ll

good allegories, it is defective in the very point on which

~he

whole confli ct of the drama turns.

In

t~le

play Prometheus

s adamant even to tbe point of near-Ciestruction in his refusal
IVO

revaal that it is

p.- h an

.hi s s i re.

~rhetis

who is to brinG forth a son

'llh e a 11 egory,

hl y a fi ne sense

0f

mighti~

th e congruous,

raakes Aeschylus not only willinG but eager, eager to the extant
pf writ5.ng a

pla~T

and presenting it at the Great Dionysia, to re-

eal to the Demos the "secret" of the marriage with the sea. Thus
~he

situation is exactly reversed as between Zeus and Prometheus

n the

~r1ay

and in the allegory: in the one Zeus is striving

s.main to extort the secret from Prometheus, in the)other Prometheus

s

striving equally amain to force that secret on Zeus.

~egorical

Bad al-

practice--that much may be said in general.
Louise A. Matthaei furnishes us with another example of
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the allegorical art.

rlloY's" she also furnishes us with a criticaJ

.'

sstimate of her effort" and thus be a happy economy we may present and reject in the words of the writer herself her theory:
Prometheus and 10 are the Activities
and the Endurance of Man" and the
conflict between them and Zeus is,
broadly speaking" the c~nflict arising
when the mind of a man contemplates
the order he osees around hi~--Present
Circumstance. ; ;
And in her Introduction: "Indeed" in

tl~

essay on the Prometheus

•

of Aeschylus, I have possibly gone to 0 far in d cscri bing the
issue as almost abstract."IO

It was no doubt with just such

efforts in nind that the celebrated ?rench scholar Iii. Patin wrote
Nous n'en chercherons pas, nous llavons
deja dj. t" 1 lint€fr~t, la beautJ" dans les
interpretations ou historique ou allEfgoriques qulon en a donnees en si grand
nombre. }!Ol:S bl~erons r.Ie'me Andrieux • •
• d'avoir appeJe' alle'gorie ce qulil e1lt
mieux nomme la moralite de l'ouvrage.ll
A third and final solution of the problem of the con-,..
tradictory Zeus of Aeschylus which we shall consider in this
phapter is that which would have us believe that, after all,
Ithere :t s no contradicti on, because the Zeus of the Prometheus
~ound"

although, it must be. confessed, somewhat severe, is the

same just and sub11;',e monarch as we have in the other plays of
Jur dramatist.

A series of excerpts from Wecklein will serve,

petter than any other device, to bring out the salient points of
",his solution:

~~a tthaei, 22.
Ibid. vi.
Ipatin, I, 285.

f-
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But the day of license, of independent
action, is past; e'lery ·one has now his .'
allotted and his prescribed function
• •• So Prometheus's wilful infringement of the new system, must needs be
severely punished • • • ~lthough Prometheus knowa of the benefit that will
accrue to him from Zeus's pursuit of
10, i.e., his own deliv~rance) neverth~ess passion stifle~ in him all
sober thought; he sees in the act of
Zeus nought but a wanton outrage, and
his indlgnation and thirst for vengeance
pas s all bounds. r:J.1he neasure of hi s
guilt is full; he utter~ a speech of
defiance and abuse which Zeus can no
longer overlook. lliermes, sent to demand revelation of the vaunted secret]
is dj.smissed with insult and mockery,
8.J.lc.~ his threats are now fulfille'i . • •
Pro:w;;theus is hurled into the abysses
of the earth and his insolent speech
is stifled • • • So long as the Prometheus bound was considered by itself,
as a single play, and its inner connection wi til the Prometheus Unbound was
disregarded, it was gravely misunderstood. Tte fact of Zeus's justice and
rectitude, placed by the poet in the
background, was easily overlooked;
Prometheus's specious pleas, readily
awakening our sympathy and our interest,
obscured the real and fundamental idea.
It was meant that Aeschylus intended to
depict in Zeus the cruel, passionate,
arbitrary tyrant; in Prometheus, the
pattern of a true friend of hu.'11anity
• • • The poet has depicteu Prometheus's
revolt with admirable skill. Hls spectators believed as firmly as himself in
the wisdom and justice of Zeus; he
nei ther could no:n would decej.ve them
by letting these-qualities be forthe
moment obscured • • • The seeming guilt
of Zeus is only a cevice of the poet,
and serves in the end to convince Prometheus and the rest of the world that
Zeus from the outset has been wise and
jQst, though a severe and high-handed
ruler. 12
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Such is the interpretation, largely forced and at

.'

times, as has been italicized, contradictory .. that those who hole
one lord .. one Zeus in Aeschylus must needs fall back upon.

It

i~

not necessary here to repeat the numerous texts cited in the
cha.pter preceding thi s which, everyone, contradi ct the
rropos ed by.iecklein and others .13

t~e('I1";-

While it is perfectly true ..

and in this we cannot logically dissent from the position of
those authors, that "Aeschyl'Js was a

d~ply

religious man, and

the belief,which pervades all his poetry .. that Zeus is an eternal
righteous, all-powerful ruler of the universe .. must surely have
been dominant in this trilogy as else','!here,tt1 4 none the less we
find it necessary to search out another explanation, one which,
wr.ile not distorting the evident intention of the Prometheus
Bound .. wi 11 a t

the same ti ~rle ultimately preserve tl:le author

idea of a snpreme .. subli'1e Zeus.

IS

\Vhat th:::.t i:;heory ls it shall be

the work of the next chapter to expose.

!l-<:lE.,8, ... F. Plaistowe &, ']'1. 11ills. Aeschylus Prometheus lTinctus.
London .. UniverSity Tutorial Press .. Ld ... 1911 .. 14.
~4wecklein, 14.

·'

CHAPTER VI
SOLUTION OF 'l'HE PROBLEM: II. THE PROGRESSIVE ZEUS

We have seen in the precedin~ chapter three of the four
common solutions of the problem of the contradictory Zeus of Aeschylus.

We have seen, further, that these solutions are

ceptable.

•

unac-

'l'here remains, then, for our consideration another

solution, a fourth and final one, that which calls for a progressive Zeus. If we accept that solution--and we do--it is for us
to jclstify Ol'r stand in the following pages, to j,istify it, in
the absence of other evidence, by what we can gather from the
Prometheus bOillld itself and from such fragments of the Prometheus
Jnbo',lnd as remaln to us.

If we cannot succeeu In justifying our

pOSition, then our work, whatever else may be saiO for or against
it, L1as been negative, that is to say, it has advanced us towards
the true soluti on by the indir ect method of showing tDC inepti Me
pf other solutlons, not by the positive method of building up a
~uccessful

exposition of our own views.
One of the first writers in English to present the idea

)f a progres8ive Zeus was J.T. Sheppard.

de says in his Greek

Praeedy:
• • • he [Aesch~lu:iJ concei ved, wi th
noble audaCity, of a progressive Uod.
Zeus hi~self ill~strates the law "that
the path of learnlng is throliE:h suffering." i[e was once at war with right,
at war with fate; he is now identified
with riGhteousness, subject no doubt
to fate, yet identified with fate,
66
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since what he '!:Tills is now the effortless harmony. The hi~tory of religion
seems to show that Aeschylus has liGhted
upon a profound poetical truth. 'rhe
truth is indeed poetical, and it is idle
to atteY'lpt to square the Aeschylean Zeus
with logic; as in the case of 10, so
here, the justification of Zeus is in
poetry and emot:ton, not to be expressed
in syllogi sti c argument ",,').

.'

I

';lore recently Paul Mazon, the tmde e'::litor of Aeschylus, has
~ri

tten:

•

La lexon morale qui slen degageait leur
apparaissait plus t$t, etI plus nettement.
La trilogie des Promethees enseignait
aux hommes que Ie dieu de justi0e nletait
devenu j11ste qulau bout de long siJcles;
ses preml~es violence avaient, en provoquant d1autres violence, retardi
longtemps la r~gne de Ie ~aix; par la
cle'mence seule il avait 1() btenu la 80Umission du dernier revc"':"''c,{. C I~tai t
dire: la jti.stice,
laquelle aspirent
les hommes, n I est pas une puj. ssanee
/
qui existe en dehors dleux, pre'te
repondre
leur premier appel; clest a
eux-m~es qu'il appartient de la faire
mattre et c;rD.P.dir, en elL"{ 00:c'lme autour
dleux, par un 6 patient apDrentissafre de
la vertu su~reme, la sage moderatj.on, la
G'UI~PO(j\JV1), a qui Zeus 1 ui -::"{l~me doi t avoir
enfin etabli la paix dan l'0lympe et
donn~ aux hommes l'espoir dlun r~bne d'dternelle e'qui tee 2

a.

a

a

k

/

0

Such, then, in broad outline, is the theory of the
progressive Zeus, a deity harsh at first in harsh times and while
insecure upon h_is throne, but one who, with the passage of_ time
and the gair:-ing of experjence, sees the error of his former ways
and emerges the su::!reme being with whom we beco:ne acquainted in

IJ. T. Sheppard. Greek 'l'ragedy.
Press, 1911, 62.
2Mazon, I, 158-159.

Cam bridge,

li. t

the Uni versi ty
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IL-he Suppl i an t s •
That the Zeus of the Prometheus Bound is a tyrant there
ban be no doubt. "V'le learn this," says Thomson, "froB his own
tninlsters, who are proud of it, from Prometheus, who denounces it,
If'rom the Oceanids, 'who deplore it, and from Oceanus, who is resigned to it. "3

In the very opening lines of the play Power bids

16p]":,aestus clamp Pro::nethe'.ls to the hieh-beetlimg crags "that so
~e r.'lay be taught to suffer the tyranny of Zeus. "4

•

ater we find the tyrant idea recurring:

II

Again somewhat

Such was the profit

~hat the tyrant of the bods received at my hands and wi th these

evil pangs does he requite me. rr5

Oceanus counsels adaptability:

"Iillow yourself and adapt yourself to new ways; for new, too, is
the tyrant of the gods. u6

Or agatn: "Taking me, then, as your

teacher, do not kick against'the goad, see~ng that a harsh monarch now holds sway, responsible to none."7

In his reply to the

~rgings of Oceanus Prometheus refers to the assa~lt of Typho on

the tyranny of

ZOU8:

ttAnd from his eyes there shone forth a tett-

rible glare, as thol1gh to assail by force the tyranny of Zeus."S
In describing his tortures to 10 Prometheus declares:
,T
'But now no term of m
'J woes is set, till Zeus be cast out from

J.is tyranny.u9

And 10 inquires: "At whose hand shall he be de-

pri ved of the sceptre of tyra..YJ.ny?ltlO
~Thomson,

Later Prometheus announces

6.
Pr.B. 10. Unless otherwise indicated references are to this play
m!3-225.
~311-312.
32,"1-326.

358-359.
355-756.
761
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the entry of her.nes wi th "But I see the messenger of Zeus, the
servant of our new tyr£tIlt."ll

.,'

It will haixe been observed that

in all but one of the eight passages just cited the Greek word

iS7~fc:4VV'os or some cognate of it.

Even authors who do not agree

wi th the pr'esent sblution are forced to admi t, whatever their

..;

theories" that it looks, at least, as thovgh Aeschylus wanted to'
portray Zeus as a tyrant in the Prometheus Bound.
In view of the somewhat exte~ded treatment accorded thE
Zeus of this play irl ictn earlier chapter we I1ay content ourselves
with just a few c1 tations from the pl&i to recall the principal
ideas there presented.
score Zeus Las taken
terly."12

Zeus is harsh: "UevcQl to us on what

Y0l.:..

and outrages you so shamef'ully and bi t-

Or in tile passaGe quoted above in regard to the tyran-

Illy of Zeus: "Takin..s me, then, as your teacher, do not ki ck against
the goad, seeing that
to none."13

R

harsh monarch now holds sway, responsible

Zeus is a law unto himself: "For there are new

"'lelmsmen of the 01yn1pian ship, and wi th newly-devi sed laws ZeuS-~overns arbitrarily; an~.l what thil1[~s were powerful in olden time

1e nov' renders vain."14

Or: "I know that Zeus is harsh and keeps

~ustice in his own :'lands. tt 15

Again: IIFor Zeus, ruline thus

rarshly by laws of hi sown d c:vi sjn8,
.

, ""

~ods an arrogant spirit." .... o

at splays to the anci ent

Zeus is suspicious of his friends:

Thus did the tyrant of the gods prof:!. t at my bands and wi th thesE
~941-942.
196-198.
3324-326.
4148-151.
5189-190.
6403-406.
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cruol p:<,ngs he has reqili ted me.

For there is somehow this dis-

ease in tyranny, that it does not trust its friends." 17

Zeus is

implacable: tflvlany a groan and frui tless wail shall you gi iTe i'orth;
for the heart of Zeus is hard. n18

"For unyielding is tbe chs.r-

acter of Cronus' s son and his b.eart is hardened against every

...

plea."19

Or in this litotes: lIyou will not persuade Zeus; for he

is not easy to persuade. n20
The picture, then, of Zeus in the Prometheus Bound is
not precisely flattering.

•

fut neither does

u.s wi t}\ an impeccable Prometheus.

Aeschylus present

The Chorus of t:he Daughters

of Oceanus, for all their frlendliness towards the 'l'itan, feel
ponstrained to tell hLn thee and aGain that he

~las

gone too far

lin contravening the will of Zeus, that his vaunting speech is
much too truculent, that they CEnnot approve of his attitude, in
~pite

of their

fI'iend~:-~ip

towards him.

Oceanus, whom Prometheus

sees fi t to treat with poli te di sdain, also advises him to 8.bate
his fury and offers to take the part of a peace commission from

....

uhe Titan to Zeus.
~f

Eermes, whorl Prometrleus greets with "lackey

thE: gods," is at first very full of counsel of reasoned sub-

~ission,

which is, of course, most scornfully rejected.'

pro-

metheus himself is constrained to admit, at least on one occasicn
that he is not wholly without fault; the Oceanids, in seeking to
persuade him to abate his wrath, ask: "Do you not see that,You
have sinned 1" To which the rri tan's reply is: "I understood well
17 223-227.
18 33-34.
19 1 37-188.
2°335.
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all

Thhe

cons equence~.

is no denying it. u21

J:t'reel:y, aye , freely, did I sin, there

.'

And in this sin, in his stubborn pride,

Prometheus is hurled into the depths of the earth.
'I'hus the play ends in something of a deadlock, al though
clearly, the greater wrong is on the side of Zeus.

The ruler of

the gods is a harsh, l'rrlplacable
.
tyrant~, the champion of mankind
is gl.'il ty of stubborn pride.

Both are di s eased.

The wrath of

Zeus is a disease; the unrestraint of Prometheus il'l a disease •

•

The metaphor, carrying i.vi th it the hope of a cure to come, recur::
again and again throughout the play.22
Thomson we give four.
picion in

~tich

Of the many loci cited

As quoted above in reference to the sus-

Zeus holds his friends: uFor there is somehow

this disease in tyranny, that it does not trust its friends."24
Oceanus, striving to persuade Prometheus to accept his good off'ices as mediator, says: "Do you not know that words a.re the
!Physicians of a diseased temper?"25

The Ohorus half-sympathizes

jlvith, half-admonishes the ']litan: "Deserted by your wits you ha~
wandered. off, and like a poor physician taken by some di sease,
trou are disheartened and cannot find what nostrtLms to apply. If 26
s the play draws to its close we find a final reference.

Pro-

.etheus has just proclaimed to Hermes his hatred of the gods Who,
having receivel good at his hands, were requiting him wit~ evil.
lIermes breaks in: III hear you, diseased with no Blight madness."

~~261-262, 267-278.

23Ta~en fro~ Tho~son,

llor
Ib~d., 11. Pr.D. 251, 386-387, 597-598, 604-607, 632-633, 685686, 698-699.'"24 226-227.
22)§379-380.
;OLLt7~

A"'"
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To whi0h Prometheus replies: "Diseased? aye, if disease it be
to hate one's foes. u27

.'

This figure of disease, so insisted upon

in the first play of the trllogy, would have its natura1 working
out in the form of a cure in the subsequent plays.

It is true,

and to assert the opposite would be futile, that we have no
frag~ents

from the Prometheus Unbound to bear out explicitly our

contention that this metapnor was carried out and developed in
the remainder of the trilogy, but the f,;;Lgure of disease in Greek
literature is a common one, one which is resolved in either one
of two ways: either the disease proves fatal and he in whom it
iruleres is destroyed, or it is cured and he upon whom it has
preyed comes to the fulness of his perfection, be that perfection
human or divine.
Another point in which we may foresee the intention of
Aeschylus is given as in the large numher of texts which tell us
and keep callinG to

0-:;;'1':'

attention that the power I)f Zeus is new.

I t is the opinion of the dramati st--and, 1.ndeed, the maj ori ty df

Plen would a2:ree, for it has been amply borne out by history-the.t one Who is but recently possessel of power, one who has
~isen

by violence from a subordinate to a supreme position, is

pnly too prone to harsh and arbitrary domination.

The result is

that anyone who trans8resses the will of the master is made to
f'eel the full force of that master's new power.

That such,is the

~eus of the Prometheus B01Jnd is borne out by an imposing series

pf texts.

"The heart of ZelH~ is hard, for everyone is harsh

Ivhose power is new. lf2 8

"Such is the unseemly bond that the new
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[arshaller of the Blessed has discovered for me." 29

"For new

.'

lords reign in heaven and Zeus with new-devised laws holds arbitrary sway.,,30

tI • • •

adapt yourself to new ways, for new, too,

is the tyrant anong the gods. lf31

Prometheus warns Olleanus lest

the latter I s la.."11enting of his plight gain hi''l enmity "with him
ew-seated on his all-powerful throne;4t32

"Young you are, and

01mg your power, and you think to inhabi t battlements beyond the
each of grief. 1f33 tlDo you think, forsooth, that I tremble and
uai 1 before these new gods?1f34

NOB

i t this conviction of Aes-

hylus that new power is harsh power nne

assurne~

merely for the

omposJtion of the Prometheus; rather it is with him a fixed
rinciple.

Thus we find in the Agamemnon, for example:

If.

•

•

here is much reason for thankfulness in having masters of ancient
ealth; for those who, beyond their hope, reap a full harvest,
re cruel in alL ways to their slaves and beyond all measure." 35
This emphasis on the newness of Zeus's power is anothe

...

means our poet takes to point to a further development in that
,

deity.

tiRe is displaying to us," says Thomson, "the world, not

as it is now, but as it was in the beginning.

In tbe course of

a.ges, taught by experience the adversaries will be reconciled.,,36
his gaining in knowledge through experience Aeschylus clearly
stat4s in several places.

'rhus when the Chorus is seeking to

issuade Prometheus from too reckless an utterance lest the in9

96-97.
0148-150.
1311-312.
2391.
3955-956.
4959-960.
5!g. 1043-1045.
6Tliomson, 11.
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exorab1e Zeus" with heart hardened against entreaty, further

.'

blast hi:n, the Ti tan replies that he knows Zeus to be harsh and
a dealer in arbitrary j'(mtice, "but none t..he less he shall one
~ay be softened in h:ts judgment • • • and then" cooling his stub~orn

wrath, he shall at length join eagerly in pact and friendIship with me" no le ss eager. II 37 Or ag~ n, in the exchange be!tween Prometheus and,iermes which concludes the play we have a
rOinted reference to the future:
Pr orne tb eus : AlasJ
Hermes:
flAlas"? That is a word not
lmown to Zeus.
Prometheus: But aging tlrrle teaches a~S
things mo~t effectively.
Irhat "aging 'rime" should teach Zeus moderation wi th and through
f-he meaning of "Alas" was" no doubt, the devo"t;t wish of ProInetheus. Much in this same strain is the reiteration of this
~reed

of learning by suffering tn two of the plays of the Orestei-

1m tri logY--"ffl£UltL..,LtJ. eo'S 39 ando/04c:r-l V7l...
~o

TT.J. 96(11', 40 wb.J.ch appli ed

Zeus in the mind of Aeschylus" as well as to :nan.
That Zeus actually did learn by experience to become

,...

!less harsh and arbi trary is shown us by the poet in the Prometheus Unbound" as much of it, that is" as we can gather from
~he rather inadequate fragments.

This play opens some 30,,000

~ears later with Prometheus again restored to the light of day

fifter his long imprisonment underground.

The Titan now seems to

be afflicted with a new torment--an eagle which comes every other
day and tears his Ij.ver.

A

Chorus of Ti tans" freed by Zeus from

their bonds" enter to sympathize with him.
37 190-195.
~8979-981.
09 Ag • 177.

40 r·O.b

-T<

")12

After some conver-
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.'

sation between the bound Prometheus and tho 'I'i tans" Eeracles" sor
of Zeus by one of

I()IS

line, comeR upon the bound Titan.

Hera-

cles is traversing the earth overcoming bltter foes and leaving
everywhere monuments of his exploits.

'1'0

him, as to his ances-

tress 10, Prometheus reveals the labors he must yet perform and
,;,

gives hi'1 directions for:1is journey.

Even as he is describing

the wanderings of his~istener a beatin;s of \1IT.i.ngs is heard and
the eagle appears.

heracles bends his famous bow and, invoking

•

the aid of Apollo, speeds the arrow on its way.

The eagle falla

and the Titan hails his deliverer as "beloved son of a hated
father. 1t41
The secret which menaces Zeus st5.1l has to be revealed
before Prometheus can be released fro:n his tonds.

Somehow--the

exact manner in which the reconciliation was effected is beyond
our knowledge--but someL.ow, a treaty is conclude:;d.
mutual concessi ons ':->ave to be made.

Certainly,

The name of Earth, mother of

Prometheus and the person who revealed to ilL,} the secret of Zeus,...IS
~arriage, appear's in the dramatis personae of the Pl'om.etheus

Bound together with the name of Heracles.

Since she do as not

~ave

any part in that play, it is entjrely reasonable that she
~id have a part, again along with lleracles, in the second play,
[the Prometheus Unbound.

What that part was we may conjecture

vi th a fair degree of probabili ty.

jJy now cooled of their wrath.
ptanding on their digni ty.

Doth Zeus and Prometheus were

'rhey were, however, both of them"

1'1 ei ther would unbend and t eke the

Pirst step, though each would gladly have seized upon a~y advance
pyfthe other as more than sufficlent grounds for reconciliation.
'±.LFrag. 201.
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To b!'eak the d-3adlocl{ of formali ty Earth obtains toe permisl!l!ion
of her son Prometheus to reveal to
doubl~r

'7
O4':)U8

the

..

Thus a

~ecret.

happy solution is fO"Llnd: Prometheus is happy because,

after all, De ceoes not tell that Zeus, king of the golis that he
is, his much desired secret; Zeus is happy becal.l.se, after all,

he doe s get t:le secret which that ':£1i tan had guarded so jealously
an6 so adamantly all these years, the kept secret that was the
reason for the prolonged pu.nishment.
is effected.

The reconciliation, then,
;.

Prometheus is liberated at 10ni:,; last and returns
~-le

to his place arnong the gods on Ol"J'lIlpus.
bonds symbollcal of his captivity.

continues to wear

Agine; Time and 1TJ9fH_.),1..,.leos

have taught hiu, as he prophesied they would teach Zeus, wisdom

.

and moderation.
Zeus, too, ha s changed.
the other 'liitans.

fTe has struck shackle s fI'om

The curse of his father Oronus, whom he had

imprisoned in Tartarus, is revoked on
of older days are forgotten.

~~is

release;

the conflicts

The principle s of Zeus

trnent of the ·world are no longer the same.

IS

All resistance had to be

~:Jet

.

l"3efore, he 'Nas com-

pelled to hold. in check and dominate by forC8 the power
overthrovm.

govern-

and

c>ecker:~.

~l.e

Llad

Im-

placable Power and .J:"orce exac:.::.ted the new sovGJ:'eic;n IS v/ill.

IYow

he can be lel1ient; the Gods of the old ret::;ime are pardonned;
they in turn, Pro[;letheus prominent among teem, forget old. differences; an era of peace is ushered in.
~eus,

And Zeus, the progressive

beco:::nes the good an(l wise ruler who is

of Yings and

nost blessed of the .Glessedlf--the Zeus whom Aesch:;lus worships.

·'

CHAPTER VII
QJJIBUS DICTIS • •

Conclusi ons are hard to write:?

One has nothing to say,

he has said all that he cares to: if there were more to say, he
would not be concluding--and yet, they must be wrj_ tten.

•

Long-

continuel custom, it seems, assumes the force of law.
The problem of the contradictory Zeus of Aeschylus is,
it must be clear by now, one of some little difficulty.

We have

it is religiously believed, established at least that point.

We

.ight have adduced more extrinsic e vidence of the difficulty of
the problem; we might, that ls, have quoted
Jaeger, J:Jorwood, Sheppard,
otDers too

nlli~erous

Ac.~:m,

Tl1omson,v~ecklein,

to mention

an~where

Oroiset, Harry,

and a host of

but in a bibliography, to

the effect that the problem we set ou.rselves in undertaking the ....
present 0puscul1L.-rn is not an easy one.

It was decided to throw

away this extrinsic crutch and allow the di fficulty to stand, if
possible, on its own legs.

It has done at

.cleast that.

In fact,

eading through these pages again, we become more and mOI'6 aware
distinctly trampled-upon feeling.
eed a crutch.

It

nee~s

The difficulty does not

shackles.

It has been our attempt to reconcile what are, at first
lush, irreconcilable--the Zeus of the Prometheus bound and the
eus of the remaining six extant plays.

Vii th. introductory and

dstorical material disposed of, we settled down to the delinea-
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tion of - the orthodox Zeus of the six plays.

We found him to be

.'

the sup:oreme ruler of the universe, just, noble, benevolent.

Our

investi._gation of the Zeus of the Prometheus 00und produced somehat di __ fferent results, different to the point of contradiction,
for Zeu.J:l.S is engaged in a continu:us struggle to maintain h:ts un.•?

easy th::Arone, he is unjust, he is ungrateful, he is harsh.

'ii:i th

the con Jltradi cti on thus clearly e stabl ished, we undertook to present, d:llscuss, and reject tb..ree common lolutions of the problem
--the f. -irst of Wllich would solve the difficulty by saying that
eschyl-_11s did not solve it, that he

ViaS

s1mply taking the story,

I3gardl·_es s of its cons eqllences; the second would have us see in
the ProI.met.heus Bound anyone of numerous allegorl es, poli tical
and 11Or.-al; and the third, whi ch sees in Zeus of the play exactly
the samne deity as is seen by all in the other plays, not a difmuch less a contradictory, Zeus at all.

ferent,

All of which brought us to our own sOlution--tlour own"

...

,

in an a .....dopti ve, not in a parental sense.

'llhe theory of a pro-

gressiv .... e Zeus seems to be of all solutions presented, the most
accepta- _ble.

'rlhe soluti on is not perfect nor have we

to port:.ray :it as such.
ains o: .. f

8. tterrlpted

But in view of the pi tj_fully meager re-

the other two plays of the trilogy which scholarship

as beeI n able to salvage, it is, in our opinion, the best, and
that bo-·th positively and negatively.

Cl'hat is to say, it answers

nore qU._6stions with every appearance of truth than does any other
sand thus builds up the best explaJ1ation based on Given
a and it answers more objections against itself than does
y othe er theory.

The one obvious objection which it does not
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answer and, indeed, cannot answer in the present state of our
knowledge, is this: it is not borne 01::.t by the texts of the
other two plays of the trilogy.

It will be noted that this ob-

jection, serious enough, is not really directed against the progrexai ve-Zeus theory; it is dir ected against the manuscr'lpt
fact of our lack of the other two plays.

L'

ar the. t lack the pro-

posed. solution can ha.rdly be held accountable.
The contradiction, then, is

~esolved

thus: the Zeus

of the Prometheus bound is tyrannous because he is a new ruler
not nufficiently sure of himself to act in any other way than by
force; with the passage of time that ruler learns that force is
not the only nor the best means of securing obedience and service.

ire adapts hi' self, therefo;'e, ad.jJ.sts his character and.

ways to flt the dictates of Justice and
benevolent attitude toward men.

.L~ate

and assumes a more

Thus the transition is complete

the Zeus of the Prometheus l:>mmc !:-las become the Zeus of the
Suppliants.
Sic semper tyrannisJ

...

.
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